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DHS Adopts National Backup System to GPS
Friday, February 08, 2008

The U.S. Department of Homeland Security will begin implementing an independent national
positioning, navigation and timing system that complements the Global Positioning System (GPS) in
the event of an outage or disruption in service. The enhanced Loran, or eLoran, system will be a landbased, independent system and will mitigate any safety, security, or economic effects of a GPS
outage or disruption. The eLoran system will be an enhanced and modernized version of Loran-C,
long used by mariners and aviators and originally developed for civil marine use in coastal areas. In
addition to providing backup coverage, the signal strength and penetration capability of eLoran will
provide support to first responders and other operators in environments that GPS cannot support,
such as under heavy foliage, in some underground areas, and in dense high-rise structures. The
system will use modernized transmitting stations and an upgraded network.
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LNG Ship Disabled off Cape Cod
Tuesday, February 12, 2008

The Unified Command at Coast Guard Sector Boston is continuing to monitor and assist the Liquefied Natural Gas
tanker Catalunya Spirit, which lost propulsion and became disabled and adrift east of Cape Cod Monday morning.
Teekay Corporation, which operates the Catalunya Spirit, contracted four tugboats and three technical
representatives to assist the tanker. The tugboats Freedom and Liberty arrived on scene with the tanker about 10
p.m., Monday. The Freedom placed the Catalunya Spirit under tow, stopping the tanker's southeasterly movement,
and is slowly heading west to a temporary offshore location, while conducting repairs.
The tug Iona McAllister is also on scene standing by. The salvage tug, Atlantic Salvor, is expected to arrive at 1 p.m.,
Tuesday to assist as necessary.
A Coast Guard marine inspector and two contracted technical representatives are on the Catalunya Spirit and an
additional Coast Guard marine inspector is aboard the tug Liberty, which is on scene with the tanker. Today, an
aircrew from Air Station Cape Cod is scheduled to transport a class society representative from Lloyds, and an
additional technical representative, and additional Coast Guard personnel.
Though the vessel has not suffered any structural damage or released any substance, as part of the response plan,
Coast Guard Sector Boston has notified the National Strike Team and is helping to coordinate salvage and pollution
response assets. Additionally, the Coast Guard Cutter Escanaba is on scene.
The Maine Responder, the New Jersey Responder, and the Delaware Responder are en route to be available if
needed.
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The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection is assisting in the unified command, which continues to
ensure comprehensive measures are in place to minimize risk to the marine environment and public safety in the
event of an incident.
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Comme chacun le sait maintenant, tous les navires devront être équipés de VDR (voyage data recorder) en accord
avec le calendrier édité par l’ IMO (International Maritime Organisation).
Evidemment, c’est un gros projet qui ressemble à celui rencontré quelques années auparavant avec le SMDSS en
radio.
Nous avons une chance dans notre cas, puisque tous les navires à passagers sont maintenant équipés et donc, un
certain nombre de fabricants et d’installateurs ont l’expérience de ces matériels et le risque technique est très
faible.
Cela ressemble au SMDSS parce qu’il existe une date limite et que tous les navires de charge doivent avoir un VDR à
bord, le marché est donc très large mais les fabricants ont a affronter quelques évidences. Ils devront produire une
grande quantité d’équipements dans un délai très court et quand la date limite sera atteinte, la production chutera à
un petit niveau, en fait celui de la construction de navires neufs. Il n’est pas envisageable de construire des grosses
usines pour les fermer dans trois ou quatre ans quand la fin du pic de production arrivera, la solution consiste à
produire dès maintenant, le plus rapidement possible avant la date couperet afin d’éviter ce pic.
Cette solution est possible seulement si les Armateurs comprennent ce point de vue et passent leurs commandes
dès maintenant, il est de leur intérêt financier d’attendre la date butoir mais ils courent le risque de ne pas pouvoir
obtenir le matériel à temps et d’être obligé de laisser des bateaux le long du quai jusqu’à ce qu’ils remplissent les
conditions de la réglementation.
Un autre problème concerne l’installation, les entreprises spécialisées dans ce type d’interventions n’ont qu’un
nombre limité de techniciens et il n’y a que 24 heures par jour !
Il est aussi évident que , suivant la loi de l’offre et de la demande, plus on s’approchera de la date fatidique, plus les
prix auront tendance à augmenter pour les fournitures mais aussi pour les installations.
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QUE DIT L'IMO ?
Le VDR est fait pour assurer une fonction de boite noire comme à bord des avions, enregistrant les informations
vitales du navires par le biais de capteurs et aussi les conversations de la passerelle dans une boite blindée qui
pourra être analysée par les enquêteurs à la suite d’un accident en mer .Les règles de l’IMO exigent que tous les
navires au dessus de 3000 tonneaux construits après le 1er juillet 2002 doivent être équipés d’un système VDR
homologué.
Plus récemment, durant la 79 ° session l’IMO a édité une nouvelle règle « SOLAS REGULATION 20 » concernant plus
particulièrement les navires de charge de plus de 3000 tonneaux. Cette règle accepte le principe du VDR « simplifié »
sur les navires existant et oblige à installer un VDR avec le calendrier suivant :
· Les navires de plus de 20000 tx et au-delà, construits avant le 1er janvier 2002, au premier arrêt technique prévu
après le 1er juillet 2006 et pas plus tard que le 1er juillet 2009.
Les navires de plus de 3000 tx et au-delà, mais de moins de 20000 tx construits avant le 1er janvier 2002, au premier
arrêt technique prévu après le 1er juillet 2007 et pas plus tard que le 1er juillet 2010.

DU POINT DE VUE TECHNIQUE
Cette nouvelle réglementation SOLAS modifie les aspects techniques des enregistrements VDR. L’IMO accepte des
installations simplifiées, en retrofit, dans lesquelles on devra enregistrer les informations suivantes :
· Date et Heure provenant du GPS
· Position du navire provenant du GPS
· Vitesse du loch
· Cap du gyrocompas
· Bruits ambiants de la passerelle par des micros à installer
· Communications VHF
· Informations radar
· Informations AIS
· Toutes autres informations qui sont délivrées dans le format IEC 61162 (NMEA 0183).
Remarque : Les informations AIS, seules, pourront être acceptées dans la cas ou le radar ne peut pas techniquement
recevoir une sortie vidéo pour l’enregistrement.
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Cours Radio GMDSS
Global Maritime Distress and Safety System

Organisés par le Centre de Navigation de Plaisance de la Ligue Maritime Belge.
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Le samedi 23 février de 09h30 à 12h00 et de 13h30 à 16h00 pour le cours théorique et le samedi 1 er avril de 09h30 à
12h00 et de 13h30 à 16h00 pour le cours pratique sur matériel réel et par groupes de 12 personnes.

Cette formation donne l'attestation de suivi du cours permettant la participation à l'examen SRC organisé une fois
par mois à l'IBPT Avenue de l'Astronomie, 14 à 1210 Bruxelles

Les cours seront donnés dans les locaux moderne de l’EPHEC par Pol
Degryse, officier radio, agréé par l'IBPT.

Conditions de participation : 110 €
Paiement anticipatif au compte Fortis: 210-0313622-73 intitulé "Cours de Navigation-LMB" avec comme
communication: Cours GMDSS et le nom du participant.

Ne tardez pas trop, le nombre de place est relativement limité !!
L'EPHEC est située Avenue Konrad Adenauer, 3 à 1200 – Bruxelles

En train et en metro
· Descendre à la gare de Bruxelles Central
· Prendre le métro de la ligne 1b - direction « Stockel »
· Descendre à la station « Alma »
A pied, en sortant de la station de métro, descendre tout droit jusqu'à l'EPHEC.
En bus
La ligne de bus 42 vous mène dans les environs de l'EPHEC.

Renseignements complémentaires :
Daniel Mormont - Direction et Secrétariat LMB - section CNP
Avenue Prince d'Orange, 15 - 1420 Braine l'Alleud – Belgique
Tel : +32 2 772 68 22 ou +32 2 385 07 87 - GSM : + 479 351 207
Http:// www.lmb-cnp.net - E-Mail : lmb-cnp@skynet.be
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Anglo-Eastern has launched a web-based online testing system as part of its pre-recruitment screening process for
deck and engine cadets.
The company currently recruits around four hundred deck and engine cadets worldwide for the 200 plus ships it
manages.
"Over 1500 applications are received by us each year," said Capt Pradeep Chawla, director for quality assurance and
training at Anglo-Eastern.
"The aim of introducing on-line testing is to standardise our recruitment procedures worldwide and to allow
applicants to take the test from any part of the world, sitting at home or even in a cyber-cafe."
The tests will cover Maths, Science and English. Reasoning Ability and General Knowledge modules, similar to those
found in the American SAT (Scholastic Aptitude Tests), can be taken by students entering university.
The new system offers instantaneous results, and can also compare the scores achieved by applicants in different
countries, against the national and international averages.
Peter Cremers, CEO of Anglo-Eastern Group, also commented: "With the worldwide shortage of officers continuing
to grow, we have to compete with other industries globally to attract the best talent for the modern ships. This
testing creates an opportunity for us to explore new crew sources worldwide."
The web based 'Competency Management & Examination' testing platform was developed by Core Competency
Marine Training, a New Delhi based software company, which has produced computer and web based training
material for Anglo-Eastern in the past.

(Feb 15 2008)
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Wednesday, January 23, 2008

Fatigue assessment in shipping is vital in order to predict the structural durability of welded joints. Progress made
during the past decade regarding different approaches was presented at the seminar "Local Approaches for Fatigue
Assessment of Marine Structures" at Germanischer Lloyd headquarter. The seminar revived interest from engineers
and research scientists from all around the world: 50 international experts took part in the seminar, coming from all
over Europe and Asia.

Fatigue experts from classification society Germanischer Lloyd, the Institute of Ship Structural Design & Analysis
from Hamburg University of Technology (TUHH) and Fraunhofer Institute for Structural Durability and System
Reliability LBF gave an extended overview about the assessment of fatigue behaviour of welded structures. The
seminar focussed on nominal stress, hot-spot, notch stress and strain approaches as well as crack propagation
calculations.

In recent years, progress has been made in the application of fatigue and fracture assessment procedures facilitating
safe and cost effective decisions in design, material specification and maintenance of structures.
This technology has been applied to ships and other marine structures.
Sophisticated procedures on how to deal with the avoidance of cracks in cyclic loaded structural components, the
prediction of fatigue lifetime of marine structures and the verification of damages in view of appropriate repair
measures were presented.

The seminar was part of the European founded research project MARSTRUCT, a network of excellence with the
overall objective to improve the safety, effectiveness, reliability, environmental behaviour and comfort of ship
structures through the application of advanced structural and reliability assessment within design, fabrication and
operation
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A federal district court in Maine sentenced Petraia Maritime Ltd., late yesterday, to pay a fine of $525,000 and serve
two years probation for violating the Act to Prevent Pollution From Ships (APPS), the U.S. Justice Department
announced.
Petraia had been convicted following a jury trial in May 2007 of failing to maintain a record of its overboard
discharges of oily bilge waste, which it made without using required pollution control equipment, from the M/V Kent
Navigator, a vessel that it owned and operated. Two chief engineers serving aboard the Kent Navigator had
previously pleaded guilty to making false statements to the Coast Guard for their role in the attempted cover-up of
Petraia Maritime's discharges of oily waste.
The government's investigation began in August 2004, when the U.S. Coast Guard received an anonymous tip that a
vessel bound for Portland, Maine, was illegally discharging its waste oil and bilge while at sea.
The MARPOL convention, which is implemented into U.S. law by the APPS, limits the oil content of discharges from
ships to no more than 15 parts per million.
The Coast Guard inspected the Kent Navigator when it entered the port of Portland and found oily residue in piping
that led to overboard discharge valves and inoperable oil pollution control equipment. The Coast Guard's
investigation revealed that while the vessel was at sea, the ship's crew discharged waste oil tanks and bilge tanks
directly overboard and also discharged the bilges in a way that circumvented the ship's oil water separator. These
discharges, which numbered 13 over eight months, were usually in excess of 5,000 gallons each and resulted in the
discharge of significant quantities of oil. In addition to entering port in Portland in August 2004, the investigation
revealed that the Kent Navigator had entered the Portland port on numerous prior occasions.
To conceal this illegal discharge activity, Petraia's employees falsified records in the ship's oil record book, making it
appear as if the discharges were made using the required pollution control equipment when in fact they were not.
The investigation was conducted by Special Agent Daniel Bradford, of the U.S. Coast Guard Investigative Service,
with assistance from the Coast Guard Sector Northern New England, the Coast Guard First District Legal Office, and
the Coast Guard Headquarters Office of Investigation and Analysis. The case was prosecuted by Wayne Hettenbach
and Kevin Cassidy of the Environmental Crimes Section of the Department of Justice and the U.S. Attorney's Office
for the District of Maine.
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InterManager adds its voice against criminalisation of seafarers
(Feb 15 2008)
InterManager has thrown its weight behind the call for seafarers to be protected against unfair criminalisation in the
event of an incident, following the recent joint initiatives by the ICS/ISF/ITF.
At a meeting of the InterManager executive committee in London, the association said it strongly supported its
members’ position that seafarers should not be made victims of a system whereby they are incarcerated because
they are the only representatives of an owner in the country where the incident took place.
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“The situation is different if the person concerned is negligent because then they should be liable for their actions.
But we cannot have our masters being the victims if they have done everything right in a situation,” said
InterManager president Ole Stene.
InterManager was responding to a recent decision by South Korean prosecutors to file charges against the master of
the ‘Hebei Spirit’ over the December collision with a runaway crane-barge that resulted in the country’s worst oil
spill.
The committee also took the opportunity to reiterate its position on another critical issue facing shipmanagers – that
of openness and transparency.
InterManager said that it remained clear in its support of an open and transparent shipmanagement sector and said
it would not tolerate any form of activity that involved unknown revenues or commissions.
On 1st January this year, the organisation introduced a Code of Conduct which all InterManager members are
obliged to sign. This calls for ‘ethical attitudes’ in their dealings, in particular strict adherence to their duties under
the management contract.
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During the night of Tuesday, February 4th salvor SMIT succeeded in freeing the grounded crane carrier Zhen Hua 10.
It took four attempts to refloat the 300m giant and required three local harbour tugs and a German, 19000BHP
(219TBP) anchor handling tug.
The carrier broke loose from the anchorage near Hook of Holland early last Saturday morning. The master tried to
navigate the vessel out of shallow waters near the coast against Force 10-11 winds and 7-8m waves, but ran aground
despite the efforts.
The Zhen Hua 10 is owned by ZPMC (Shanghai Zhenhua Port Machinery), a producer of container cranes. At the time
of the accident the vessel was loaded with several container cranes and destined for Rotterdam.
IVW (Inspectie Verkeer en Waterstaat) are currently investigating the accident.
No personal injuries were reported.
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Pour télécharger le rapport de l’accident en format pdf. , cliquer sur le bouton ci-dessous.
Voorlopig onderzoek naar de gronding van ms Zhen Hua 10
Europoort, 2 februari 2008
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1 Inleiding
De Inspectie Verkeer en Waterstaat, verder de Inspectie onderzoekt ongevallen
en bijna-ongevallen vanuit het oogpunt van veiligheid. Het doel van het
onderzoek is om herhaling van zo’n voorval te voorkomen en lering te trekken.
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Het onderzoek heeft niet als doel een schuldige aan te wijzen. Dit rapport betreft
het voorlopig onderzoek en zal aan de Raad voor de Scheepvaart worden
aangeboden, die kan besluiten om een nader onderzoek in te stellen.
Datum 15 februari 2008
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Transport and Water Management Inspectorate Netherlands
2 Feitelijkheden
2.1 Het schip en de bemanning
naam schip Zhen Hua 10
IMO nr 7917410
Vlaggenstaat St. Vincent & the Grenadines
Roepletters J8B3026
Type schip Zware lading
Kiellegdatum 1980
Gross tonnage 37658 GT
Hoofdmotor vermogen 12357 kW
Lengte/ breedte 233m/ 39,35m
ISM Shanghai Zhenhua Shipping Co. Ltd,
Shanghai, China
Klassebureau China Classification Society
Ms Zhen Hua 10 is in 1981 gebouwd en opgeleverd als olietanker. In 2005 heeft zij een conversie ondergaan naar
zware lading schip, speciaal gebouwd voor het transport van containerkranen. De hoofdmotor en ankers zijn hierbij
niet vervangen. Op de dag van het ongeval werd er aan de vereisten zoals in het bemanningscertificaat gesteld,
voldaan. Er waren 33 personen, allen Chinezen, aan boord.
Figuur 1: sjorringen van de containerkranen aan dek
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2.2 Reisgegevens
Op 11 november 2007 is het met containerkranen beladen schip uit Sjanghai vertrokken. In Hong Kong zijn bunkers
ingenomen, waarna de reis via Kaap de Goede Hoop en voor nogmaals bunkeren te Las Palmas naar Rotterdam is
voortgezet. Het schip is op 1 februari 2008 op de rede van Rotterdam gearriveerd.
2.3 Het onderzoek
Na het veilig afmeren van het schip aan de nieuwe Euromax terminal te Rotterdam is op 5 februari 2008 de Inspectie
aan boord gegaan voor een onderzoek naar het ongeval. Hierbij is er onder andere gesproken met de kapitein en
hoofdwerktuigkundige.
Datum 15 februari 2008
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3 Bevindingen
3.1 Bevindingen aan boord
Uit de verklaring van de kapitein blijkt dat tijdens de reis van Sjanghai naar Rotterdam zich geen problemen aan
boord hebben voorgedaan, die later invloed hebben gehad op de stranding. De kapitein was ervaren. Hij werkte al
langere tijd voor de rederij, en heeft de laatste twee jaar meerdere vergelijkbare reizen met containerkranen aan
dek gemaakt. De stabiliteit van het schip was goed, de GM bedroeg 5,00 meter.
Op 1 februari 2008 rond 07.00 uur verneemt de kapitein dat in verband met de voor zijn schip geldende
windrestrictie van maximaal 5 Beaufort hij niet de haven van Rotterdam in kan lopen. Deze windrestrictie geldt voor
dit soort schepen om gevaarlijke situaties op de Nieuwe Waterweg te voorkomen. De kapitein besluit ten anker te
gaan en doet dit in samenspraak met de Havenautoriteiten in ankergebied 4. Omdat er al vier andere schepen in dit
gebied liggen, besluit de kapitein aan de oostelijk zijde van het gebied te ankeren. Dit om te voorkomen dat met een
eventueel krabbend anker en de westelijke wind, hij één van de andere schepen zou raken. De kapitein gebruikt
beide ankers, met 10 shackles te water. Om 09.30 uur ligt het schip ten anker. De gekozen plek ligt ongeveer 5 mijl
uit de kust. In verband met de harde wind, dan rond kracht 7, acht de kapitein het niet wenselijk het schip
buitengaats gaande te houden, in plaats van te ankeren. Tijdens de reis naar Rotterdam was de snelheid van het
schip bij windkracht 7 a 8 Beaufort op de kop al tot minimaal teruggelopen.
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Op de ankerplaats werd er zowel op de brug als in de machinekamer wacht gelopen. De hoofdmotor heeft, zoals
door de bemanning is verklaard de gehele dag gedraaid, om samen met de ankers het schip in positie te houden.
Vanaf 20.00 uur die dag is de kapitein, samen met de derde stuurman als wachtofficier, continu op de brug. De wind
begint toe te nemen. Rond middernacht, als de tweede stuurman op wacht komt, merkt men dat de ankers krabben
en het schip niet meer op zijn plaats blijft liggen. De kapitein belt de machinekamer voor meer vermogen, wat er niet
is, en roept Maas Approach op en zegt dat hij sleepboten nodig heeft. De eerste stuurman en ootsman gaan naar
het voorschip om de ankers te controleren. Beide ankers zijn door de grote krachten van zee en wind nog één
shackle uitgelopen. Meer kettinglengte is er ook niet.
Met een snelheid van ongeveer 2 knopen beweegt het schip richting de kust. De voorliggende koers van het schip
tijdens het driften is overwegend westelijk. Men probeert de kop van de wind te draaien, maar dit lukt niet. Rond
02.15 uur raakt het aan de grond en ligt het vast. De sleepboten arriveren kort hierna, gehinderd door golven van 4,5
meter hoogte en de harde wind.
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Figuur 2: De aan boord gebruikte zeekaart, met daarin door de bemanning bijgehouden positie, en uiteindelijke
plaats van gronding.
3.2 Meteorologische gegevens
Van de periode dat het schip ten anker lag zijn de stroom, wind en golfhoogte egevens verzamelt. Hierop is duidelijk
waar te nemen dat rond middernacht, het tijdstip waarop de ankers van de Zhen Hua 10 begonnen te krabben, de
wind een maximale snelheid bereikte van die dag, van 20 m/s tot 22 m/s. Dit staat gelijk aan windkracht 9 op de
schaal van Beaufort. De golfhoogte bereikte eveneens rond dat tijdstip een maximale hoogte van 4,5 tot 5,20 meter.
De windrichting was vanuit west- noordwestelijke richting. De stroom was in noordnoordoostelijke richting met een
afnemende snelheid van 0,65 m/s tot 0,5 m/s.
De maximale stroomsnelheid was bereikt rond 22.30 met een snelheid van iets boven de 0,7 m/s.
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Figuur 3: windsnelheid in m/s. Bron: Hydro Meteo Centrum Noordzee

Figuur 4: golfhoogte in meters. Bron: Hydra Meteoor Centrum Noordse

Figuur 5: windrichting in graden. Bron: Hydra Meteoor Centrum Noordse
Moment waarop het anker begint te krabben.
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3.3 Na de gronding
In de dagen na de gronding worden er verschillende pogingen gedaan het schip weer vlot te trekken. Pas nadat een
sterkere sleepboot vanuit Duitsland ter plaatse is en er gedeeltelijk is ontballast, lukt het het schip los te trekken. De
GM van het schip, na ontballasten is dan nog 3,00 meter. Dezelfde morgen, 5 februari meert het schip af aan de
nieuwe Euromax terminal te Rotterdam, alwaar begonnen wordt met het lossen van de kranen.
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Figuur 6: De Zhe Hua 10 afgemeerd aan de Euromax terminal.
Twee sleepboten helpen het schip in de wind voor de kant te houden.

Een vertegenwoordiger van het klassenbureau, China Classification Society, is gelijk aan boord gekomen om
mogelijke schade te beoordelen. Dit zal onder andere gebeuren door duikers het onderwaterschip te laten
inspecteren. Er zijn geen lekke tanks geconstateerd en ook de hoofdmotor heeft naar het zich laat aanzien geen
schade opgelopen.
Datum 15 februari 2008
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4 Samenvatting
Het onder de vlag van St. Vincent & The Grenadines varende schip Zhen Hua 10 is op 11 November 2007 uit Sjanghai
vertrokken met een lading containerkranen aan dek. Op 1 februari 2008 rond 09.30 uur is ms Zhen Hua 10 te
Rotterdam aangekomen. Er stond die ochtend een westenwind kracht 7 op de schaal van Beaufort. In verband met
zijn hoge deklading en daardoor grote windvang gold voor ms Zhen Hua 10 een windrestrictie van maximaal kracht 5
Beaufort. Dit betekent dat het schip de haven niet in mocht varen. De kapitein is hierop met zijn schip voor de kust
ten anker gegaan. Rond middernacht konden de ankers en draaiende hoofdmotor het schip niet meer op zijn plaats
houden. De westenwind was toen toegenomen tot kracht 9, met uitschieters naar kracht 11. Op 2 februari rond
02.15 uur, is het schip nabij de Maasvlakte aan de grond gelopen.
In de nacht van 4 op 5 februari is ms Zhen Hua 10 met behulp van meerdere sleepboten door bergers van Smit los
getrokken en later die morgen afgemeerd aan de kade van de nieuwe Euromax terminal te Rotterdam.
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5 Analyse
De kapitein was van mening dat gezien de omstandigheden de gronding niet voorkomen kon worden.
Uit het onderzoek blijkt dat de oorzaken van de gronding de harde westelijke wind, golfhoogte, locatie van de
ankerplaats in combinatie met de windvang van de deklading containerkranen zijn. De stroomsnelheid heeft geen
dominante rol gespeeld in tegenstelling tot de windsnelheid en golfhoogte die op het moment waarop de ankers
gingen krabben maximaal waren. Het volledige motorvermogen inclusief het gewicht van de ankers inclusief
ankerkettingen was niet voldoende om onder deze omstandigheden het schip op zijn plaats te houden.
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De kapitein heeft in verband met het drukke scheepsverkeer en de wetenschap dat het schip met deze lading
gevoelig is voor harde wind, niet gekozen om het schip buitengaats gaande te houden. De gekozen ankerplaats werd
ingegeven door de angst van de kapitein met krabbende ankers een ander schip te raken.
Hij koos hierom een meer oostelijke, maar een dichter bij land liggende positie.
Toen de ankers gingen krabben en het schip door de wind werd weggezet, kwam het schip onder de kust en
grondde.
De kapitein heeft niet overwogen de ankers te kappen, het schip door de wind te draaien om zodoende snelheid te
maken en van de kust af te komen.
Datum 15 februari 2008
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6 Conclusie
De Inspectie concludeert dat de keuze om ten anker te gaan en de gekozen ankerplaats weinig ruimte meer liet toen
het schip eenmaal begon te driften. Met zijn keuze om in het oostelijk deel van de ankerplaats 4 te liggen, voorkwam
de kapitein contactschade met andere schepen, maar liet hij weinig, naar later bleek, te weinig ruimte om nog iets te
kunnen ondernemen om de gronding te voorkomen. De kapitein had dit kunnen weten, hij was ervaren en tijdens de
reis naar Rotterdam was de snelheid van het schip bij windkracht 7 à 8 Beaufort op de kop al tot minimaal
teruggelopen. Het lijkt er op dat het schip met een windgevoelige beladingstoestand waarvan nu sprake was,
onvoldoende motorvermogen heeft om tijdens slecht weer veilig te kunnen ankeren. Echter dit verdient nader
onderzoek.
Het verdient hierbij aanbeveling naar de rederij en de Chinese maritieme autoriteit toe om te onderzoeken of de
ankers en hoofdmotor zoals in het schip zijn geïnstalleerd tijdens nieuwbouw als olietanker, nog steeds toereikend
zijn voor de huidige inzet van het schip in het transport van containerkranen. De Inspectie zal door deze rapportage
bovengenoemde aanbeveling overbrengen naar de rederij en Chinese autoriteit.
Verder dient het aanbeveling om de Rotterdamse havenautoriteiten op de hoogte te stellen van de bevindingen tot
dusver. Zodoende kan overwogen worden om vergelijkbare schepen onder vergelijkbare omstandigheden geen
toestemming te verlenen om ten anker te gaan. Alternatieven kunnen zijn, het schip gaande houden onder de
Engelse kust of laten escorteren door een sleepboot.

Inséré le 26 février

Logboek News

Enlevé le 25 mars 2008

By Raouf Kattan, Managing Director, Safinah United Kingdom
Ships’ ballast tanks may present premature failure of their protective coating systems, which may lead to rapid
corrosion of unprotected steel, making repair extremely difficult. The standard of coating applications in newbuildings has therefore become the focus of international regulations.
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One certainty in working on any maintenance or repair project is that, generally, the more you inspect, the more you
will find. Thus any regulation that requires increased inspection is likely to result in increased maintenance and
repair in due course.

In December 2006 the IMO Maritime Safety Committee approved the Performance Standard for Protective Coatings
(PSPC) for water ballast tanks on all new ships and of double-sided skin spaces of bulk carriers and the related
amendments to SOLAS Regulations II-1/3-2 and XII/6, which will result in more focus on the surface preparation and
application of coatings at new-building stage and in their subsequent inspection and planned maintenance
throughout a vessel’s life. Although the amendments will apply specifically to new-buildings, in time they will have
implications for the repair industry as well.
The SOLAS amendments will apply to ships of not less than 500 GT for which the building contract is placed on or
after 1st July 2008. However, the International Association of Classification Societies (IACS)’s Common Structural
Rules for Bulk Carriers and for Oil Tankers has required compliance for ships subject to those Rules (i.e., bulk carriers
and oil tankers) which are contracted for construction after 8th December 2006.
The essence of the regulation is to require ballast tank coatings applied at new-building stage to have a target of 15
years’ useful life based on degrees of coating breakdown (see below). If the paint consumption of ships is reviewed,
then, typically, as a vessel approaches its 12th-13th year in service there is a steady increase in the demand for paint
to keep the vessel maintained. Thus the 15-year target is, although possible, difficult to achieve.
The implications for the ship repair industry could be either:
– That the amendments work and that the guidelines for the preparation and coating of ballast tanks at newbuilding do result in ballast tanks with coatings that have a 15-year useful life and hence result in a reduction in
ballast tank coating work through the life of the vessel (given a 15-year life span the tanks will probably have to be
refurbished once in that period as is the case in many ships now, although this may now take place at a later date).
– That the added inspection and assessment of the ballast tanks, which have to be maintained in “good condition”,1
will result in an increase in work as inspections/audits lead to identification of more failures and hence an increased
workload.

The amendments
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Broadly, the amendments set out a surface preparation regime and a coating scheme that have been selected to
provide a 15-year useful life for the coatings in the ballast tanks. They also define the standard to be maintained in
terms of the degree of coating breakdown.
The amendments also identify the need for the owner to subsequently maintain the coating, although the means by
which this will be achieved are not defined, and are likely to be the subject of further regulation some time in the
future. However, shipowners will need to maintain a Coating Technical File (CTF) on board the vessel, which will
record all work and be a repository of the information about any and all maintenance work carried out. This will be
subject to audit by class on a regular basis. For ship repair yards this will mean that they must not only collect
information but also store and retrieve it in a manner suitable for auditing by class when the CTF is reviewed.
Possible consequences for repair yards
If the amendments have the desired effect of reducing failures in ballast tanks, then repair yards may expect a drop
in the demand for future ballast tank coating work, starting in about five years’ time. This may not only affect the
repair yards but also those companies specialising in on-board maintenance using riding crews. At this stage it is
difficult to estimate the total market reduction, but it will probably be significant. It is possible that vessels’ crews
will be encouraged to undertake regular preventative maintenance work to catch coating failures early. The results a
crew can achieve will depend on the availability of crew and of course on the tanks and access, e.g., deck-heads,
during the normal cycle of operation of a vessel. Alternatively, the volume of work may be reduced because
shipowners will undertake regular planned maintenance rather than wait for significant failures to arise before
taking action.
Although the amendments introduce a more stringent regime for yards to meet in coating new-buildings’ ballast
tanks, there may still be a gap between what is stipulated and what can be achieved in practice. So if the
amendments fail to have the desired effect the impact will be different. Failure of the regulation to improve the
coating performance through a ship’s life will result in no practical change, but the tanks will be subject to more
regular inspections by classification societies, thereby raising the demand for coating work, as more and more
defects are identified. This will of course result in increased work for yards and riding crews, but it is possible that
coating solutions will be limited to those approved by the Annex I test as laid out in the PSPC (although this is not
clear from the regulations), which may hit some of the smaller paint suppliers. The amount of work to be carried out
will of course depend on the assessment of the degree of failure. As a standard, at the end of 15 years the tank
coatings should be in “good condition”, which is defined as three per cent rust spotting on flat surfaces and 20 per
cent on edges and welds of the area under consideration, which could be part or all of a tank. The problem is that,
although the percentage is defined, the assessment method will be subjective. Assessing percentage failure for
coatings is notoriously difficult and the reader may wish to try this by assessing the degree of rusting on the two
photos on this page as a percentage of the total area shown.
Studies carried out by Safinah supported by work carried out by Muehlhan Surface Preparation AG show that
assessment of such areas by different inspectors can lead to discrepancies of up to 400 per cent in the assessed
percentage of rust spotting even amongst well-qualified and experienced paint inspectors. Attempts are being made
to develop more objective assessment methods.
Another question worth asking is what will happen at the end of 15 years. If by then the coating has reached the end
of its useful life, then repairers could expect an increase in demand for ballast tank coating work and the challenge
will be to develop the technologies to handle the work economically and efficiently within an ever-tightening
environmental frame-work.
Future regulation
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The PSPC is to be followed by other regulations dealing with void spaces and cargo tanks, although no schedules
have been announced, as well as a planned maintenance programme for management of the coating.
Footnotes
1 “Good condition” is defined as three per cent rust spotting on flat surfaces and 20 per cent on edges and welds of
the area under consideration, which could be part or all of a tank.
Gard News 186, May/July 2007
OIL COMPANIES INTERNATIONAL MARINE FORUM
FACTORS INFLUENCING ACCELERATED CORROSION OF CARGO TANKS

FACTORS INFLUENCING
ACCELERATED CORROSION OF
CARGO OIL TANKS
September 1997
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The OCIMF mission is to be recognised internationally as the foremost authority on the safe and environmentally
responsible operation of oil tankers and terminals.

The Oil Companies International Marine Forum (OCIMF) is a voluntary association of oil companies having an interest in the shipment and terminalling of
crude oil and oil products. OCIMF is organised to represent its membership before, and consult with, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and
other government bodies on matters relating to the shipment and terminalling of crude oil and oil products, including marine pollution and safety.
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1.0 Introduction
Corrosion of cargo tank structure is a fact of life when operating oil tankers in the harsh environment
encountered at sea. The internal structure of the cargo tanks, often un-coated, is exposed to
potentially corrosive gases, sea water, crude oil and oil products.
The effect of this corrosion over a period of years is to reduce the material thickness and hence the
strength of the structure. Classification Society design rules typically incorporate an allowance for
corrosion that is based on a certain amount or degree of corrosion. Should corrosion proceed at an
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accelerated rate greater than that allowed for in the design of the cargo tank structures and be
allowed to continue unchecked, then a structural failure with consequent oil spillage, explosion or
loss of the ship could be the result
Individual tankers usually exhibit a unique, but controllable corrosion pattern. However, recent
experiences of OCIMF members have indicated problems in new single and double hull tonnage
from excessive pitting corrosion of up to 2.0 mm per year in the un-coated bottom plating in cargo
tanks due, inter alia, to microbial induced corrosion processes. In addition accelerated general
corrosion up to 0.24mm per year has been found in vapour spaces. This type of wastage and the
increased rate of corrosion, which is much greater than that which would be normally expected,
gives cause for serious concern.
Recognising the potentially serious impact of marine incidents, the Oil Companies International
Marine Forum (OCIMF), has carried out an investigation into the factors which may be influencing
accelerated cargo tank corrosion. The results of this investigation and areas for further study are
presented in this paper. Also included are practicable long and short term mitigating and remedial
actions which may be considered as appropriate to reduce the rate of corrosion in the cargo tanks
of oil tankers.
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2.0 EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM.
2.1

Double hull tankers

The normal corrosion rate of uncoated cargo tank deck plating is 0.10
mm or less per year. However, annual wastage rates as high as 0.16mm
to 0.24mm have been reported on ships less than 3 years old. This
accelerated corrosion rate, which is approximately 2 to 3 times that which
would normally be anticipated, is sometimes accompanied by accelerated
general corrosion of the vapour space steelwork. In addition to accelerated
general corrosion, there has also been an increase in the incidence and
severity of pitting corrosion in cargo tank bottom plating. In one specific
instance a 150,000dwt tanker is reported as having an average pit depth
of between 2.0mm & 3.0mm with a maximum pit depth of 4.0mm. This
after only 2 years in service.

In addition to the more conventional corrosion mechanisms, a possible
contributory cause of accelerated corrosion has been microbial attack
from bacteria in the cargo oil. It would appear that, as crude oil is often
loaded at temperatures higher than ambient air and sea temperatures,
during the loaded passage the temperature of the cargo tank structure is
being maintained at higher levels than normal due to the insulating effect
of the double hull spaces.

Higher tank temperatures, coupled with residual water in the cargo tank
can:


offer favourable conditions for SRB anaerobic bacteria to
proliferate, and;



activate the formation of corrosive cells on the surface of the inner
bottom.

2.2

Single hull tankers

Excessive pitting corrosion in the un-coated bottom plating of single hull
tankers less than 5 years old has also been reported. In one particular
instance the average depth of pit was 2.0mm to 4.0mm with a density of
around 200 to 400 pits/m2 and a maximum pit depth of 7.0mm. This
pitting corrosion rate is significantly in excess of that which would
normally be expected and has been attributed to microbial attack from
bacteria in the cargo oil.

2.3 Shore tanks
Crude oil storage tanks are usually internally coated and this coating i s
generally very resistant to the breakdown due to the lack of frequent flexing
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normally associated with the cargo tank structure on board oil tankers. However,
shore tanks are not immune to the effects of microbial infection although the
outcome tends to display itself as large bio-mass formations which can clog
valves, pipelines and filters thus necessitating the tanks be more regularly
cleaned out.

3.0 TYPES OF CORROSION
Corrosion in the cargo tanks of oil tankers can generally be classified as
general corrosion, local corrosion, pitting corrosion or weld metal
corrosion.
3.1

General Corrosion

This type of corrosion generally appears in tanks that are un-coated as a
crumbly scale that is evident over large areas and which, when it is
dislodged, exposes fresh steel to the corrosion cycle. General corrosion is
allowed for in the design and construction of the oil tanker and an
average value of in-service wastage is generally accepted as being
around 0.1mm/year or less. Classification Society corrosion allo wances
would typically offer a useful life for structural members of around 20-25
years.

3.2

Local Corrosion

Highly stressed structural components tend to "work" during alternate
compression and tension cycles when the ship is in -service. Surface rust
or scale on these components becomes dislodged during this flexing
process, exposing bare steel to further insidious corrosive attack. To
further exacerbate the situation, as the material thickness diminishes, the
stress on the component is incrementally raised and the corrosion
continues at an accelerated rate. Localised corrosion, in grooving form,
occurs at structural intersections where water collects or flows. Grooving
corrosion can also occur on the vertical structural members at the water
flow path or on the flush sides of bulkheads in way of flexing of plating.

3.3

Pitting Corrosion

Pitting corrosion is a localised corrosion that is more commonly found in
the bottom plating of tanks and horizontal surfaces or structural detail
where water tends to accumulate. Bare steel plates in cargo tanks are
often coated with black rust and a residual waxy oil coating from previous
cargoes which tends to protect the metal surface from heavy corrosion.
Localised breakdown of these natural tank coatings, particularly in way of
cargo bellmouths, or cleaning medium impingement areas, can quickly
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cause very severe pitting where sea water collects and electrolytic and/or
microbial induced corrosion can occur. Severe pitting corrosion creates a
tendency for the pits to merge to form long grooves or wide scabby
patches with an appearance resembling that of general corrosion.
Extreme pitting corrosion in addition to causing loss of structural strength
necessitating extensive and costly steel renewals can, if not adequately
repaired, lead to hull penetration and a serious pollution incident.

3.4 Weld Metal Corrosion

Weld metal corrosion is an electrolytic action between the weld material and the base
metal which can result in pitting or grooving corrosion.

4.0 POTENTIAL CAUSES OF ACCELERATED CORROSION.
OCIMF has examined a variety of causes of accelerated corrosion
identified as possible contributing factors for a number of reasons,
including:




evidence obtained when examining the vessel experiencing
accelerated corrosion.
noting the cause to be one which normally contributes to
corrosion.
differences in the design, materials, operating procedures and
trading routes between those oil tankers experiencing accelerated
corrosion and those which are not.

These causes of corrosion in the cargo tanks include, inter alia:
4.1

Coating not applied

When no protective coating is applied, general corrosion occurs across
the full extent of the tank. However it is not un-common to identify
particular areas within the tank where an increased corr osion rate can be
found. This phenomenon is usually attributable to readily identified
localised conditions, for example a cleaning medium direct impingement
site or an area where mill scale has become detached.
4.2 Excessive crude oil/water washing
Crude oil cargoes can cause a waxy layer to form on the cargo tank steel
structures and this layer helps to inhibit corrosion. However, washing
mediums such as hot and cold sea water can remove this protective layer
and thus allow the corrosion process to start. The integrity of the
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protective layer is also reduced by an increased frequency of crude oil
washing.
4.3

High sulphur content of cargo oil

Crude oils that contain high concentrations of sulphurous constituents
can cause high levels of general and pitting corrosion when these
components react with entrained or residual sea water to form acidic
compounds. In addition, sulphur is cathodic by nature and can promote
the formation of an active corrosion cell.
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4.4

Inert gas quality

Inert gas should always have an oxygen content of less than 8% and at these
concentrations the rate of corrosion of steel structure should be reduced. However,
for corrosion rates to be significantly reduced, the oxygen content should be below
1%. Sulphurous compounds, and soot in the flue gas, if not sufficiently removed in
the water washing process, can also cause accelerated corrosion due to relatively
strong concentrations of acid compounds being introduced into the tank along with
the inert gas. If the quality of the inert gas is allowed to deteriorate due to in-attention
or poor maintenance, then the corrosion rate may increase, particularly on the
overhead surfaces in the vapour space of the tank where moisture tends to
condense.
4.5

Inadequate Earthing/Grounding of Electrical Equipment

Ineffective earthing/grounding of electrical equipment can lead to stray currents
circulating in the steel work and these can increase the incidence and severity of
pitting corrosion.
4.6

Localised coating defects

Where the cargo tanks have been protected by a coating, local breakdown of this
coating can lead to accelerated pitting corrosion due to concentrated electrolytic
action in the area of the breakdown.
4.7

Material of Construction

Modern construction techniques include the use of higher tensile steels and these are
increasingly being manufactured using the Thermal Mechanical Control Process
(TMCP). This steel is one factor which distinguishes new vessels experiencing
accelerated corrosion from older vessels which have not. Accordingly TMCP steel is
listed as a potential cause of accelerated corrosion until such times as it can be
proven not to be a causal factor.
4.8

Microbial attack

A wide range of bacteria can exist in all areas of oil production facilities including
the production plant, pipelines, the water injection plant, the reservoir and, of
course, in the cargo tanks on board the oil tanker used to transport the oil. Most
microbes produce corrosive acidic compounds. Optimal microbial proliferation
and subsequent corrosion inevitably relates to a population of differing but
mutually inter-dependent bacterial species rather than individual species. The
bacteria most frequently associated with corrosion of steel are those that
generate sulphides and these are commonly called sulphate-reducing-bacteria
(SRB). Under favourable conditions these bacteria can produce prodigious
quantities of sulphide which can precipitate out as metal sulphides, dissolved
sulphide or hydrogen sulphide.
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On board ship, when bacteria find a niche on a steel surface they can proliferate
and a corrosion pit develop at the site. Evidence of microbial contamination is
confirmed by the presence of bacteria in water samples taken from the bottom of
the tank and the presence of active corrosion pits in the bottom plating. Generally,
small lumps with a crust of scale over them are evident and underneath this crust,
oily sludge and a few drops of water can usually be found.
Pitting corrosion in tanks contaminated with sulphate reducing bacteria
(SRB) is caused when a substantial aerobic1 population of micro-organisms
inhabit the tank and create the conditions necessary for SRB proliferation. The
environmental conditions preferred by SRB include zero dissolved oxygen, water
and the presence of soluble organic nutrients. Aerobic micro-organisms use up
oxygen and the oxygen deficient zone formed is anodic in relation to adjacent
relatively oxygen rich zones thus causing anodic corrosion pits to develop.
Temperatures above ambient suit most SRB and they are known to inhabit sea
water and the produced water associated with crude oil from older reservoirs
where the necessary nutrients for their growth may be
found. Mesophilic2 SRB flourish at intermediate temperature ranges,
i.e., between 20oC and 50oC and thermophilic3 SRB exist, and flourish, in much
higher temperatures, i.e., above 50oC.
A typical source of the organic nutrients necessary to sustain SRB would be the
short-chain fatty acids normally encountered in many formation waters or the
organic acids, carboxylic acids and alcohol produced by aerobic bacteria.

1

Micro-organism that lives only in the presence of free oxygen.
Favouring medium range temperatures.
3
Favouring upper range temperatures.
2
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During their life-cycle, the anaerobic4 SRB extract the oxygen from sulphates
found in the cargo to oxidise their organic food source and form sulphides,
including hydrogen sulphide. These sulphides may be re-oxidised to form acidic
sulphates, e.g. sulphuric acid, during the ballast voyage when the cargo tanks are
normally empty. This sulphate corrosion cycle requires the existence of aerobic Æ
anaerobicÆ aerobic conditions.
Experience would indicate that sufficient oxygen for the aerobic phase will be
available even in an efficiently inerted cargo tank. The cycle is therefore self
sustaining and continuous as the cargo tanks alternate between empty and
loaded conditions.
These corrosive effects may occur in isolation or be widespread at the same time.
In any event, as previously indicated, the effect on diminution of scantlings can be
quite dramatic with a normal acceptable annual corrosion rate being accelerated
by several orders of magnitude.
4.9 Sludge/Scale Accumulation
It is not unusual for significant quantities of sludge and/or scale to be found
accumulating in the bottom of cargo tanks. This debris from previous cargoes or
dislodged corrosion scale can create an ideal breeding ground for bacteria and
which can hide subsequent pitting damage. Accumulated scale/sludge also
inhibits proper draining of tanks by blocking drainage holes and creating an
uneven surface.
4.10 Water in Cargo Tanks
Residual water in cargo tanks can originate from a number of sources and when
it settles out from the cargo can cause electrolytic or microbial influenced
corrosion of structural components, particularly on after end tank bottom plating
around the suction bellmouths where water tends to accumulate due to the trim
of the ship.
The most common sources of water in cargo include the following:









Condensate leakage from heating coils
Condensate water from inert gas
Residual heavy weather ballast
Residual wash water
Retained water due to ineffective draining arrangements
Water entrained in cargo
Water from the slop tank
Water leakage from adjacent ballast tanks

4.11 High Humidity
4

Micro-organism that lives only in the absence of free oxygen.
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Excessive residual water creates high humidity conditions in the vapour space
when the tank is loaded and across the whole tank in the ballast voyage
exacerbating both the general and pitting corrosion processes.
4.12 High Temperature
The wing and double bottom spaces of a double hull tanker act as a thermal
barrier which effectively insulates the cargo tanks from the cooling effect of the
sea. Consequently, the cargo tank structure is less subject to temperature change
reflecting changes in ambient sea temperature and tends to remain close to the
cargo loading temperature.
After cargo discharge, the steel structure remains at an elevated temperature for
some time until such times as it is cooled by ambient air or adjacent ballast tanks
being filled by water. The temperature differential between sea and cargo tanks
during the ballast voyage has been reported as high as 150C.
High temperatures lead to an increase in general corrosion. It has been reported
that the corrosion rate doubles for every 100C increase in temperature. High
temperatures can also lead to an increased bacterial growth rate and consequent
increase in microbial influenced corrosion rates.
Wing tanks of single hull tankers also provide an insulating thermal barrier for
centre cargo tanks.
4.13 Structural Flexing
The optimisation of structural design and the use of high tensile steels has led to
a reduction in the stiffness of the ship’s structural members. The result is an
increased degree of flexing which contributes to the shedding of scale on vertical
and inverted surfaces. The newly exposed steel presents a renewed opportunity
for general corrosion to occur at an accelerated rate.
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5.0 ASSOCIATED RISK
5.1

Oil Leakage

Should the pitting and grooving corrosion process be allowed to continue without
adequate remedial action being initiated, a pit could develop into a hole and result
in the leakage of oil to the environment or into the double hull spaces.
5.2 Steel Renewal
As the corrosion process progresses, severely corroded areas can seriously
affect the strength of the structure and may ultimately require extensive and costly
steel renewals.
5.3

Structural Failure

Should the pitting corrosion be allowed to continue without adequate remedial
action being initiated then each pit could join up with its neighbour until such times
as a fault line is formed in the structure. This will cause the material to be
extremely susceptible to fatigue failure with attendant consequences. It should be
noted that the fatigue life of structural components is reduced in proportion to the
cube of the diminution of plate thickness.
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6.0 AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY
A number of the previously identified possible causes of accelerated corrosion
warrant further study to determine their relative importance to this issue. As it is
possible that the phenomenon is the result of a combination of factors, it is
suggested that the effects of some of the following factors may require to be
considered simultaneously.
6.1

Temperature Profiling of Cargo Tank

Additional monitoring and review of existing records should be carried out to
establish the temperature profile of the cargo tank throughout the loaded and
ballast voyages and its effect on corrosion rate. As this data will obviously vary
considerably by trading area, the inter-relationship of steel temperature, trading
area and incidence of accelerated corrosion should be examined.
6.2 Corrosion Properties of TMCP Steel
The corrosion characteristics of TMCP steel should be studied to determine
whether or not they differ from steels manufactured by other methods.
6.3

Flexing of Steel in a Corrosive Environment

The influence of the cyclical loading and deflection of steel structures on corrosion
rates should be examined. The degree of deflection of newer high tensile
structures vs. older mild steel structures should be quantified to determine
whether the deflection contributes to the separation of scale.
6.4 Crude Oil Washing
The effect of crude oil washing on corrosion should be evaluated including:
. the influence of a film of oil on steel;
. The effectiveness of different types of crude oil washing
machines, e.g., programmable vs. non-programmable; and
. the impact of crude oil washing on rust scale separation from
steel surfaces.
6.5

Coating Effectiveness and Microbial Influenced Corrosion

The effectiveness of coal tar and pure epoxy coatings should be evaluated in an
environment that includes microbial influenced corrosion.
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6.6

Inert Gas

The composition and moisture content of inert gas should be examined to
determine its influence on the corrosion rate as well as methods for decreasing
the corrosive constituents of the gas.
6.7

Methods for Controlling Humidity in Inerted Cargo Tanks

Methods for decreasing the humidity level in cargo tanks should be examined,
including de-humidification of the inert gas.
6.8 Crude Oil Source
An effort should be made to determine if some crudes are more susceptible to
creating accelerated corrosion than others.
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7.0 REMEDIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR EXISTING SHIPS.
Although different ships with specific problems will undoubtedly require
specialised attention to determine the best course of treatment to be
used, the following remedial methods may be considered:
7.1

Enhanced inspection

Should accelerated corrosion be suspected then an enhanced programme
of tank inspection and corrosion data recording should be undertaken to
determine trends and the criticality of the situation. In addition, biological
samples should be taken during these inspections.
7.2

Pit filling

A common repair method for pitting is to thoroughly clean or blast the
surrounding area and fill the pits either by welding or with epoxy filler or
by welding and over-coating with an epoxy paint or filler. It should always
be borne in mind that localised damage to a coating can cause
accelerated pitting corrosion to occur.
7.3 Coating cargo tank vapour space and bottom plating
Experience has shown that grit blasting and epoxy coating of the upper
and lower areas of cargo tanks is effective in controlling corrosion.
Should this course of action be adopted, an epoxy coating with anti bacterial properties should be employed. Surface sterilisation may also
be necessary in the case of microbial induced corrosion. As with all
coating systems it is imperative that this coating be regularly inspected
and maintained as appropriate.
7.4 Pitguard anodes
Accelerated corrosion requires the presence of water and for this reason
the installation of pitguard anodes, i.e. anodes which are only a few
millimetres from the tank bottom, may mitigate the general and pitting
corrosion process. It should be noted that anodes are only effective when
immersed in water and may not be effective in inhibiting microbial
influenced corrosion. Anodes should always be installed and maint ained as
per manufacturers recommendations.
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7.5 Crude oil washing
Crude oil washing can remove the protective waxy layer on steel surfaces thus
exposing the steel to corrosion. However, effective crude oil washing may also
serve to lessen the conditions that lead to corrosion. Consideration should be
given to reducing the amount of deckhead and tank side washing whilst instead
focusing the washing medium on the tank bottom to facilitate the flow and
discharge of liquids and entrained solids. Attention should also be placed on
reaching shadow areas in order to remove ‘dams’ formed by sludge and scale.
7.6

Reducing the temperature of cargo tank structure

Elevated temperatures of the cargo tank structure of oil tankers may be conducive
to accelerating general corrosion and the proliferation of microbes influencing
corrosion. The temperature of the steel could be reduced by changing out the
relatively warm ballast loaded alongside with cooler deep sea ballast on the way
to the load port. Another consideration could be to replace the relatively warm
inert gas in the cargo tank whilst at sea when the scrubber plant sea temperature
is lower.
7.7

Biocide addition to the cargo tank bottom

A broad spectrum biocide may be added to the bottom water in the cargo tank on
an on-going basis to ensure that bacteria do not have an environment which will
allow proliferation. It is highly likely that these biocides would be harmful to
humans and the environment although some less harmful products may be
available. A narrow spectrum biocide may be added to the bottom water on an
on-going basis to ensure that SRB do not have an environment which will allow
proliferation.
7.8

Bacterial conversion (nitrate addition)

A nitrate rich chemical may be introduced to the bottom water in a cargo tank to
divert SRB from reducing sulphate to the less harmful reducing nitrate type. Most
SRB actually prefer nitrate to sulphate and relatively harmless nitrogen gas and
ammonia are the resultant products of reduction, not sulphate.
7.9

Chemical control

Chemical additives (alkaline) may be introduced to the bottom water to modify the
pH beyond the range which facilitates the proliferation of SRB and to offer some
protection against acidic corrosion.
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8.0 NEWBUILD CONSIDERATIONS.
8.1

Design

Careful consideration should be adopted at the early design stage to
ensure that the "in tank" drainage is effective and capable of reducing
retained water to an absolute minimum. Enlarged and/or additional well
placed drain holes in the tank bottom structure wil l facilitate the removal
of liquids from the tank, thereby lessening the amount of standing water
remaining after cargo discharge. Enhanced flow rates resulting from
improved drainage will also serve to reduce the deposition of solids
entrained in the cargo.
8.2

Coating

Consideration should be given to coating the entire internal surface of the
cargo tank. If a decision is made to apply a coating to only a portion of the
cargo tank then priority should be given to the cargo tank vapour space,
bottom plating and all associated structural members. Surfaces should be
grit blasted and coated with an epoxy coating which is light in colour.
8.3

Increased scantlings

Cargo tank vapour space, bottom plating and bulkhead plating material
thickness could be increased to accommodate increased corrosion rates.
Consideration should be given to improvement in structural design such as
reduced frame and longitudinal spacing to improve the stiffness of the
structure and thereby reduce structural flexing.
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Increasingly sophisticated electronic equipment has unquestionably reduced accidents and has improved the safety of vessel
navigation. Some recent events have demonstrated, however, that the new equipment still involves all too familiar problems.
For example, on November 7, 2007, the M/V Cosco Busan struck the San Francisco Bay Bridge, rupturing a fuel oil tank and
reportedly spilling 65,000 gallons of bunker fuel into the Bay. It was alleged that both of the vessel's radars showed "signs of
trouble" and that the pilot was "unclear" of the meaning of certain symbols on the electronic charting system.
For a vessel involved in a casualty where the use of electronic navigation equipment is an issue, several legal considerations
come into play.
Among the questions a court may have to consider are: Was the electronic navigation equipment installed and functioning
properly and were the vessel's watchstanders properly using the equipment? Was navigation equipment installed and
functioning properly? In 2005, the Singapore Maritime Authority warned vessels flying its flag that many AIS systems were
transmitting incorrect or incomplete data.
This warning has been confirmed by several recent studies that have discovered that as many as 80% of all AIS messages may
contain some error or inaccuracy. As with any electronic equipment, many of these errors result from improper installation or
un-noticed malfunction of properly installed equipment.
When deciding issues related to the installation of electronic navigation equipment, courts are apt to draw analogies to cases
involving the use of radar.

For example, a tanker collided with an unlighted partially completed oil and gas tower in the Gulf of Mexico. The court
presiding over the ensuing litigation found the vessel was unseaworthy because its improperly installed radar was a
contributing factor in the collision. To help guard against this type of problem, many radar manufacturers provide calibration
procedures as a standard part of their installation procedure.
This does not yet appear to be the case for more recent types of navigation technology such as AIS and ECDIS. As a result,
most vessel operators simply receive an installation report from the technician installing the new equipment.
The International Association of Lighthouse Authorities has suggested that "A correctly installed AIS unit should not need any
further calibration to continue operating." While the IALA's statement is technically correct, it begs the question of how a
vessel owner or operator can prove as a legal matter that the equipment was installed correctly in the first place. Without a
calibration report following the installation of an AIS or an ECDIS, can a vessel owner demonstrate that it exercised the due
diligence required to make its vessel seaworthy? Once it has been established that an electronic navigation system has been
properly installed and calibrated, the problem remains of maintaining it in good operating condition.
The failure to do so will frequently be deemed to be an improper navigation practice exposing the vessel involved in a casualty
to a charge of unseaworthiness. In one case, a vessel was found unseaworthy where improper radar maintenance caused a
radar failure that led to a grounding
The first step in maintaining navigation technology in good operating condition is to monitor its performance.
The failure to do so will frequently be deemed to be an improper navigation practice exposing the vessel involved in a casualty
to a charge of unseaworthiness.
In one case, a vessel was found unseaworthy where improper radar maintenance caused a radar failure that led to a grounding.
The first step in maintaining navigation technology in good operating condition is to monitor its performance. Thus, prudent
navigators have long recognized the need to check their ARPAs against known targets, both during pre-underway checks and
when opportunities arise at sea. This practice has been codified in STCW Chapter A-VIII/2 Part 3-1, which requires a watch
officer to monitor the performance of navigational equipment to be used during the watch by performing operational tests at
sea and prior to port arrival or departure. The same procedure should be considered for AIS and for an ECDIS that integrates
ARPA and AIS data.
The IMO has provided recommended guidelines to watch officers for checking the accuracy of AIS data. The guidelines
include periodically checking AIS static data and dynamic data during a voyage to validate the accuracy of the information
being transmitted. Owners and operators should consider updating fleet instruction manuals to include the checking and
monitoring of AIS and ECDIS equipment in accordance with the IMO guidelines.

Are watchstanders properly using navigation equipment? A vessel involved in a casualty has the burden of establishing that
any failure to properly use its navigation equipment did not contribute to the casualty.

For example, in referring to radar, a court has held that "A master has no more discretion to disregard this aid to navigation
than he has to disregard the use of charts, current tables and soundings. . . ." The maritime industry is currently engaged in a
debate over the use of electronic navigation systems such as AIS and ECDIS for collision avoidance.
The single court decision in the United States so far to focus on AIS called it a "notable development" that may affect the way
vessels communicate in the future. That decision did not offer any guidance, however, on how courts will expect mariners to
use AIS. Nevertheless, an analogy can be drawn to ARPA. The COLREGS make no mention of ARPA. Yet courts have found
that the use of ARPA, if installed, is mandatory. Similarly, there is no mention of AIS in the COLREGs. But Rules 2(a), 5 and
7(a) can be read as requiring the use of AIS for collision avoidance. Thus, it is not hard to imagine that a future court will find
that AIS and ECDIS that integrate ARPA and AIS data constitute "all available means" and thus must be used for collision
avoidance.
Mariners must be completely familiar with the full capabilities of all the electronic navigation equipment they have on board
and must fully incorporate its use into their watchstanding routines. The failure to do so will compound the likelihood that
their vessels will be held liable in the event of a casualty that could have been prevented by the use of all the resources and
equipment available to them.
About the Author
Alan Weigel is an attorney with Blank Rome LLP, who concentrates his practice in the area of commercial and insurance
litigation and arbitration related to the maritime industry with particular emphasis on maritime casualties.
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We all know about the RNLI lifeboats and the US Coastguard, but also Belgium has had a more than 160 year
tradition of lifeboat services. The difference with most neighboring countries is that the Belgian lifeboat service
has always been a government service and will probably remain one. There is a thorough re-organization taking
place in the Flemish Administration. Where maritime matters used to be a federal issue, since the last statereform in 1991 a lot of authority was transferred to the regional Flemish government. The lifeboats and their
operations and crewing, used to be the responsibility of the pilot service, in itself a government service .
"On 3 JAN 1843, the British vessel NELSON bound from Antwerp to London is in distress off the beach of Knokke.
Six volunteers, being custom agents defy the treacherous surf and hurry in their rowing boat to the stricken ship.
The lifeboat attempts to return to the beach and capsizes. One of the lifeboatmen, Jan Dezuger from Ostend
drowns..."
This is one of the many tragic stories typical for the early lifeboat service, being ill-organised and equipped with
make-shift gear. The Belgian lifeboat service was actually founded in 1840 as a result of the Royal Decree of 30
OCT 1838, though traces of established lifeboat stations are found as far as 1779.

The Royal Decree of 30.10.1838 regulated the creation of lifeboat-stations in Ostend, Nieuwpoort, Blankenberge
and Heist or Knokke. Each station should have one boat equipped with all necessary material and devices
necessary for rescue operations at sea.
The administration has been assigned to a permanent commission in Ostend, consisting of 7 members of which
one is a functionary of "Bruggen & Wegen" (Bridges & Roads) appointed by the Minister of Public Works and the 6
others assigned by the Minister of Home Affairs and Foreign Relations. The Royal Decree of 14.3.1840 put the
lifeboat-service under the administration of the Pilotage. The Commission created as per decree of 30.10.1838
was retained as an advisory body.
Most of the lifeboat services rendered in those early days were entirely voluntary and the unsafe open boats
were manned by either fishermen or local people having little experience how to handle those boats in the
perfidious surf off our flat, sandy beaches. The alternation of shallow sandbanks stretching parallel before our
coast and the deep channels between them can raise steep, deadly seas in storm conditions. The strong surface
and under- currents are particularly treacherous for small boats and shipwrecked people.
Thanks to this Royal Decree at last something was done with official backing and between 1840 and 1850 the
following lifeboat-stations were created : Oostende (Ostend), Nieuwpoort, Heist, Knokke and Blankenberge.
Intermediate look-out posts were set up as communication nodes between the actual lifeboat stations.
Soon the boats were improved following the high rate of fatal accidents at sea by acquiring specialised craft built
in more established 'life-saving' countries such as England, Holland and Germany.
As pointed out before, the lifeboat-service has always been a governmental service, entirely state-owned and this
implicates certain advantages and disadvantages. One advantage is the independence of voluntary and public
gifts as this method of raising money would've been disastrous in Belgium. But on the other hand we all know the
proverbial inertia of a governmental administration. Modernisation has always been a slow process in the Belgian
lifeboat service.
It was not until 1926 that the first motorboats were introduced. Nevertheless the rowing boats remained in
service in joint- operation with the petrol engines.
The extensive station 'string' along our small 60 km coast, is not that unusual as one has to realize it wasn't until
after WWII that adequate telephonic communication abolished the intermediate stations. This isn't so funny if
you realize that even at home in the late '60s when my father was a mechanic onboard the Ostend lifeboat, we
were the first to receive a government paid telephone. One of this big, black beetle-looking things. We were one
of the first in our street to have this modern apparatus. Before that a man in a service-car used to ring at the door
whenever the lifeboat was to be manned.
Back to 1936 when the beach-rowing boats were launched for the last time with strong Flemish horses or drawn
by volunteers...
Later LATIL-trucks were acquired to take over this ardous and dangerous task. The LATIL truck had 6 driving
wheels and was provided with a 4,6 liter (4 cyl) petrol-engine M6 TZ of 76 HP at 2200 RPM. A special speed gear
allowed two ratios of gearing each with 4 speeds plus reverse. A windlass was provided as well. The first LATIL
was delivered 21 DEC 1936 in Ostend and entered service on 1 JUN 1937. The second truck was delivered in 1938,
but both disappeared during the war. The 3rd LATIL truck order was cancelled in 1940. In 1946 three new LATIL
trucks were ordered. The last one of these was sold to a scrap-dealer in 1973.

A new period was inaugurated and owing to the mechanization, the quick and easy transport of the breechesbuoy (aptly called 'va-et-vient' in French) and the line-throwing apparatus was made possible.

The motor-lifeboat episode started successfully in 1926 with the MINISTER ANSEELE (Oostende) and the
MINISTER BAELS (Zeebrugge). Both were built in 1926 at Henri Oltmanns Bootwerft in Motzen a/d Weser, near
Bremerhaven. The design was entirely British more particularly the much praised Watson Cabin-type of the Royal
National Lifeboat Institution.

The RNLI had experience with motorboats since the turn of the century. The Watson type was a trustworthy boat
in life-saving matters, a piece of advice which the Belgian government should better have remembered...
Noteworthy is perhaps that these two motorboats were the only lifeboats ever built by German boatbuilders
following a British design.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS of MINISTER ANSEELE & MINISTER BAELS
WATSON CABIN TYPE.
hull: mahogany.
Two seperate enginerooms.
Length o.a.: 14 m.
Breadth moulded: 3,82 m.
Draught aft: 1,05 m.
Mean depth:
1,59 m.
Displacement:
16,15 tons
Engines:
2 x petrol engines 6 cyl. Maybach- 60 HP each at 1400 RPM
Speed:
9 knots
Auxiliary sailms (mainsail and jib): 35 sq.m
Bunkers:
2 x 350 liters
Propellers: 2 in tunnels
Both wooden lifeboats were built to be unsinkable due to the large amount of aircases.

In Nieuwpoort a smaller type of lifeboat was introduced: a Danish built motor-lifeboat MINISTER LIPPENS. She
was built in 1931 and could either be launched from the beach or simply cast off from a safe berty inside the port.
She was propelled by a Fordson petrol engine of 32 HP.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Danish type MINISTER LIPPENS
Length o.a.: 10,32 m.
Length bpp: 9,43 m.
Breadth:
3,40 m.
Depth:
1,16 m.
Draught Fwd:
0,35 m.
Draught Aft: 0,60 m.
Displacement:
5,9 tons
Engine:
Perkins Diesel 6 cyl.-4cycle of 60 HP at 1200 RPM.
Speed:
7 knots.
Originally the MINISTER LIPPENS was built with a Fordson petrol engine of 32 HP, but after WW II this was
replaced by a small Perkins diesel. Why a beach-boat was chosen for Nieuwpoort is obvious. The shallow coastal
area between Dunkirk and Nieuwpoort is very difficult to reach in gale-conditions and low tide or strong currents
and due to breaking seas and surf. The MINISTER LIPPENS could still be transported by tractor to the location
where she was to be launched instead of having to meet the difficult and dangerous areas via the open sea.
Remember the MINISTER LIPPENS was an open motor-boat.
The single propeller was protected by two lateral keels which not only protects and keeps the boat upright when
grounded, but also protects the propeller. The bottom of the boat was completely flat. The MINISTER LIPPENS
had a freeboard of only 20 cm. but a special draining-system got rid of sprays and shipped seas.
A 3,25 ton car was constructed to carry the boat when being pulled over the road by the LATIL truck-tractor.

The second World War left her marks on the lifeboat service. The MINISTER ANSEELE was put in service with the
Royal National Lifeboat Institution in England when she was picked up derelict in the English Channel off
Weymouth by one of the HM warships. What exactly happened to the MINISTER ANSEELE after she escaped from
Ostend is not clear , but the Belgian Government put the MINISTER ANSEELE at the disposal of the RNLI, free of
charge, until the end of the war. In January 1941 the lifeboat was repaired and in April 1941 she was sent to
Douglas (IoM) for temporary duty. In September '41 she was transferred to Donaghadee (N.Ireland) but returned
to Douglas in November 1941 for temporary duty.
In December she was refitted and in 1942 we find her in Wales , first in Pwllheli and later in Holyhead. She served
only as a temporary boat in all these stations and was finally sent to Appledore to end her temporary duties
(September 1942). In October 1942 she was overhauled and in February 1943 she took up permanent duty at
Plymouth. She remained in Plymouth until 1946 when she was overhauled by the RNLI and returned to the
M.O.T. in April 1946 and then to the Belgian Government.
During her war service she was launched 10 times and saved 5 lives. Interesting maybe that she rushed to the
resue of a Belgian ship during the war, the S.S. PERSIER (Lloyd Royal) which had been torpedoed off Eddystone on
11 February 1945. Twenty lives were lost and the ANSEELE only salved one missing raft 12 February 1945.
The MINISTER BAELS was less fortunate. She also tried to escape on 10 May 1940, but was bombed at Dieppe.
After the war she was returned to Belgium and broken up. Some sources claim she was sold in 1945.
The fate of the small MINISTER LIPPENS is totally unclear. She seems to have left Belgium in May 1940 bound for
England. The RNLI archives cannot trace her back however. She returned to Belgium in 1945. The rowing-boats
history is even more cloudy. The largest which still existed at the outbreak of WWII was CANOT DE SAUVETAGE 2
which was found back in Montreuil (France) in 1940.

After the war, with a shattered lifeboat service, the Belgian government immediately started a re-organisation
program. They decided to order three new, identical lifeboats in the U.K. The new type was again a WATSON but
of a better and more recent design. Also a new tractor truck was ordered to replace the lost pre-war LATIL trucks.
Again the LATIL design was chosen, with petrol-engines... The sturdy trucks lasted until 1973 when they were sold
and replaced by one single STEYR truck stationed in Ostend.

The first of the new series arrived under her own power in Ostend on 20 SEP 1948. The REDDINGBOOT 3
launched on 12 JUL 1948 was stationed at Ostend. REDDINGBOOT 1 (Zeebrugge) and 2 (Nieuwpoort) followed
soon. All of them were ordered in 1946 at Samuel White's yard in Cowes (Isle of Wight).
Technical Specifications of REDDINGBOOT 1, 2 and 3.
Mahogany hull, Watson type
Length o.a.:

14,2 m.

Breadth moulded:

3,90 m.

Draft aft:

1,32 m.

Depth (max):

1,62 m.

Displacement:

25 tons.

Engines:

2 x Ferry Diesels VE4 of 40 HP each, 600 RPM

Speed:

8 kn.

Propellers:

Two.

The auxiliary sails were abolished and the engines considerably improved. The crew of the MINISTER-boats often
critised the constant engine-troubles when prolonged manoeuvring was needed, this owing to a malfunction in
the seawater cooling suction when running in reverse. On the new boats this problem was done away with , using
a closed freshwater cooling system which even allowed the engines to run dry for a short period of time.
Both engines ran completely independently and were submitted to the highest performance demands e.g. they
could be started and kept running even when the engine-rooms were flooded. Not an simple task for the late
1940's technique.
The engine-controls were situated below the steering-stand, where the engineer constantly handled the
manoeuvre-wheels and levers on the orders of the coxswain above him. The photograph below shows what the
motorman was seeing during manoeuvring of the lifeboat.

As the lifeboats were built of genuine and precious kinds of timber, they are hauled out of the water by a pair of
davits in a protective boathouse in each lifeboat-station. The only existing boathouse is in Zeebrugge today,
although the davits have been removed. The boathouse will be demolished soon as well

However the Watson-types used on the Belgian coast were not perfect. They had no self-righting capability, a
drawback on the treacherous grounds off the Flemish coast. Although they were fitted with a 2,5 ton cast-iron keel,
they remained most vulnerable while foreign livesaving stations had already opted for self-righting boats.
The impossibility to have the coxswain manoeuvring the engines himself from his steering position and the verbal
commands to the motorman below was not exactly efficient in a howling storm alongside a sinking yacht or fishingboat.
However these sturdy boats were excellent sea-boats and remain vividly alive in the memory of many seamen, an
observation which cannot be made of the current generation of lifeboats in use on our coast... In 1980 the
REDDINGBOOT 3 was hauled out of the water for the very last time. Not by her regular davits, but by a shorecrane
and onto a truck towards her permanent residence in the Fishery Museum in Oost-Duinkerke. The REDDINGBOOT 3
which is set-up for display in the open-air is in a very bad condition now. Whenever I see her , I hear her scream for a
drop of seawater on her hull.

A new lifeboat, the R.4 was delivered on 21 MAR 1980 by the shipyards IdP (Ostend) and Damen (Gorinchem). She
was entirely assembled in Ostend. The administration in Brussels claimed she was a Belgian design, but in fact she's
nothing more than a standard tender-type (Stantender 1700) designed by Damen Shipyards. At first it looked as if an
ARUN-class (RNLI) of the British would've been bought, but in the end the Belgian engineers pushed their own ideas.
In fact the R4 has all the peculiarities and Belgian non-existing experience in lifeboat-design and safety at sea
compressed in one.
Technical specifications of the R.4
Steel hull (5mm), aluminium alloy superstructure.

Length o.a.:

16,5 m.

Breadth moulded:

4,50 m.

Draft aft:

1,60 m.

Depth mean:

2,58 m.

Displacement:

38 tons.

Engines:

2 x 12 cyl.Caterpillars of 525 HP each at 1800 RPM

Speed:

15 knots

Radius:

6 hours at 15 knots.

Cost:

30 million Bfrs.

Propellers:

Two, twin rudders.

The R4 is completely unsinkable due to the polyurethane-filled casings and double-hull and is conform to the
highest stability standards. The capsizing tests on 15 FEB 1980 proved her to be fully self-righting.

The R4 is still in service today at Ostend, although a failure from the beginning. The R4 not only looks ugly, she is also
has bad seagoing characteristics. She displaces loads of water and drags her head down at full speed creating
dangerous situations in heavy weather. Besides she's a fuel guzzler.On the photograph below she's seen with a
contemporary design : the PRINSES MARGRIET , the Dutch boat from Breskens especially adapted for our shallow
coastal waters with her powerful waterjets.
In Nieuwpoort and Zeebrugge rigid inflatables (Pacific 36) of a smaller size than the PRINSES MARGRIET were
introduced, another loss of good public funds in fact. In a attempt to copy the Dutch, the Belgian government again
made the wrong decision. Instead of following the lifeboat men's advice, a bleak engineer decided what type of
boats were most suitable for the other coastal stations. The decision to retire the Watson types still in use in
Zeebrugge and Nieuwpoort was enhanced with the loss of REDDINGBOOT 1 in Zeebrugge on was severely damaged
during an exercise on 9 NOV 1985. One of the 3,5 ton davits in the boathouse tumbled down onto the boat, injuring
a crewmember and severely damaging the boat. The Lifeboat started sinking and was soon transferred to a nearby
slipway

The boat was later raised and transferred to Luc Hennion's boatyard in Zeebrugge. Soon after she was sold to
garage-owner G.Lierman in Knokke-Heist who wanted to salve the brass fittings and burn the rest! Luckily she was
spotted by the coxswain of the Cadzand lifeboat who bought the wreck on 19 AUG 1986 and gave her to the
Reddingboot museum Jan Lels in Hoek of Holland, where she still is today. The REDDINGBOOT 1 or what remained of
her was moved by lorry to Brugge and loaded into the inland-barge JACOBA which left Zeebrugge on 11 SEP 1986 for
Hoek of Holland.
The REDDINGBOOT 2 stationed in Nieuwpoort was offered in 1985 to the National Maritime Museum in Antwerp
where she stands today on display. She's still the best preserved of the trio of Watson boats.
The R1 was the first of the new PACIFIC 36 design and arrived in Zeebrugge on 17 JUN 1986. She was built by S.K.B.
in Antwerp
Technical Specifications of R1(Zeebrugge) and R2 (Nieuwpoort)
Hull: reinforced polyester glasfibre Type: Pacific 36
Length o.a.:

11,43 m.

Breadth:

3,75 m.

Draft aft:

1,10 m.

Engines:

2 x SABRE diesels of 212 HP each at 2500 RPM

Propellers:

Two

Speed:

25 knots

Fuel: .

2x 250 l.

Displacement:

8,2 tons.

The R1seen here at speed off Zeebrugge is like a small version of the Dutch PRINSES MARGRIET. There are two of this
type, one in Zeebrugge and Nieuwpoort. Powered by twin Sabre diesels and driving two propellers, they are totally
unsuitable in bad weather. In fact these boats built in 1986 by the Antwerp SKB are nothing but basic man-overboard boats. Although they attain 25 knots, they are unfit for heavy weather navigation. The little polyester
accomodation was ripped clear out of her deck once of the R2 (Nieuwpoort) when a groundsea hit the boat head on
during the rescue operation of the BOWSPRITE which broke her back in a galeforce NW'er on 5 DEC 1988 .
The tractor-truck which was introduced to replace the petrol-engined LATILS was introduced in 1974 and was
stationed in Ostend. No more trucks were used in Nieuwpoort nor Zeebrugge. The STEYR truck in Ostend was a
roving kind of vehicle although little used. It carried the entire line-throwing apparatus and breeches-buoy, plus
various materials like flares and ropes necessary for beach rescue-operations. In 1994 the STEYR truck was sold as
well .

Today the Belgian lifeboat-service is still organised and operated by the government. There are three lifeboats: the
R4 (Damen Stantender 1700) in Ostend and two Pacific 36 rigid-inflatables at Zeebrugge and Nieuwpoort: R1 and R2.
Besides the regular lifeboats, a government tug the ZEEHOND is used in emergency cases as well.
The truck and line-throwing apparatus was done away with in 1994 and not re-introduced since. The lifeboat-crews
are 'volunteers' from the local pilot-launches. As soon as the wind increases to abot Force 6-7 the lifeboat-men are
called on duty in the pilotstations of Ostend, Nieuwpoort and Zeebrugge.
They remain on duty near their boats until the wind has abated again. In 1996 e.g. there were 106 interventions,
almost 50% for pleasure-craft and yachts in danger. In good weather, when the storm-permanence is not called, the
life-saving duties are performed by the regular crews of coastal pilot launches using their own boats where possible.
The co-ordination of sea-rescue operations is situated in Ostend and Zeebrugge Traffic Centre (for the eastern part
of the coast from Zeebrugge to Dutch border). The rescue-co-ordinators are the traffic controllers at Ostend Traffic
Control who can dispose of an array of craft considering the kind of casualty. In many cases the services of the SEA
KING helicopter (SAR) based in Koksijde is used. Their highly trained and professional crews are used to all kinds of
sea-rescue operations even in the most atrocious circumstances.
The Belgian lifeboat-service is currently still part of the Belgian Pilotage Administration which is apart from pilotage
also responsible for buoys and lighthouses along the Flemish coast. In the future there may be changes as a reorganisation and privatisation plans within the administration is being contemplated.
Cet article a été copié d’un site internet et je remercie l’auteur qui a mis toutes ces informations à la disposition
d’un grand nombre sur son site http://users.pandora.be/urbiehome/
Ce site mérite la visite.
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DANISH shipping giant AP Moller – Maersk says it will have to lay off the Danish ratings and chief stewards it now
employs on it Danish-flag vessels “in order to return to profitability.
In a statement the company says that it is focusing on being competitive and cost effective. It adds: “The process
also encompasses our Technical Organisation responsible for crewing on Danish vessels and our findings show that
we need to make some significant changes relating to the shipboard operation and the cost of operating under
Danish flag. This will result in lay-offs of about 200 Danish chief stewards and Danish ratings aboard Danish flagged
container and tanker vessels. These positions will be replaced with international crew.”
The company adds: “We regret having to dismiss these chief stewards and ratings who have served the company
well for many years. The lay-offs are a result of the internationalisation of the seafarers which has been going on for
some years, and reflect the fact that international crew have proven their capabilities and abilities to offer a
qualified alternative to the Danish chief stewards and ratings. Today we have to hire seafarers based on cost
competitiveness.”
Most of the ratings will lose their jobs within six months. Some Danish chief stewards will continue working into
2009. The company says that it will make every effort to find other possibilities within our group for the affected
chief stewards. It adds that negotiations with Danish seafarer organisations on conditions are taking place. The

company stresses however: “The changes do not impact the recruitment of Danish cadets; we still need to employ
all the cadets we can get.”
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Tanks in conflict

Concerns are rising that rulings to safeguard against ballast water tank corrosion could be rendered useless if the
ballast water treatment system isn’t carefully considered. Solutions looks at how this potential for problems has
arisen
IMO’s December 2006 approval of a Performance Standard for Protective Coatings (PSPC) for water ballast tanks and
the earlier International Convention for the Control and Management of Ships Ballast Water & Sediments (SBWS) is
generating concern over a potential for conflict between them.
The two pieces of legislation could have implications for the ship repair and newbuilding sectors because of PSPC’s
focus on surface preparation, coating application and their subsequent inspection and planned maintenance
throughout a vessel’s life and the impact of the ballast water treatment system installed on the coating system
applied.

Potential for conflict
Essentially, the aim of PSPC is to improve ship safety by ensuring that the coating applied to ships’ ballast tanks at
the newbuilding stage will last for at least 15 years. Under SBWS owners need to take adequate measures to ensure
that alien species migration is properly controlled and minimised. There are several proposed solutions for this, but
some of them will change the environment in the ballast tank.
“What is interesting is that the two regulations make no reference to each other and could cause serious problems
for IMO and regulators. There is a real potential for conflict here,” says Raouf Kattan, managing director of coatings
consultancy Safinah.
Having selected an approved paint, the shipowner has then to decide which type-approved ballast water treatment
system to install. But, as Kattan notes, most ballast water treatments being developed are categorised as “active
substance” systems – ie they use chemical additives or induce chemical changes to the ballast water characteristics –
and could damage the coating. The potential to damage the coating or aggravate corrosion varies considerably from
system to system.
Ole Borring Soerensen, chief consultant at Hempel’s Centre for Applied Coatings Technology, tells Solutions that only
those ballast water treatment systems that use aggressive chemicals, particularly chlorine, will damage protective
coatings.
Although most chlorine-based treatments have a chlorine content of less than 1ppm, if the concentration is
increased it will “pose a significant and rapid threat to the longevity of the coating” – in days not years!

Compatibility

Hempel’s Jørn Kahle believes that if the ballast water treatment system is a “killer coat” system then due
consideration should be taken when selecting the protective coating. Yet Safinah understands that only one
company has carried out extensive testing on the impact of its water ballast treatment system on tank coatings and
on corrosion in the tanks in general.
Kattan puts forward a case for placing responsibility in the hands of the relevant parties, but acknowledges potential
ambiguities.
“The designer/shipyard could ensure that the systems selected are compatible, but where are they to get the data
from? It could be the responsibility of the paint company to ensure that all systems are compatible with all their
recommended schemes at newbuild, but what happens if the owner changes paint supplier later? It could be the
responsibility of the treatment equipment supplier to assure compatibility with all paint company materials, but this
would be a long and drawn-out testing process with a considerable number of schemes and products to assess.
“*These ambiguities need+ to be addressed and responsibility placed firmly with one party or another. There is a
need therefore to co-ordinate to ensure that either the supplier of the ballast water treatment system of the paint
company, or the shipyard or the owner ensure that the two systems (coating and treatment) are compatible,” says
Kattan.

Cost increment
Implementing the coatings’ performance standard also has financial implications, which will undoubtedly place a
premium (perhaps as much as 10%) on the cost of a newbuild. In part, this is due to the increase in
inspections/audits which will lead to identification of more failures and hence an increased workload at the shipyard.
If 10% more effort is required to surface-prepare, paint and inspect them, then output from the yard will decrease
by 10%. To recoup this lost turnover the yards are expected to charge more per ship to maintain their levels of
performance. Coatings manufacturers will also incur additional costs because of the increased documentation
required to meet the regulation and it is likely these will be pushed on to the customer.
“If the amendments have the desired effect of reducing failures in ballast tanks, then repair yards may expect a drop
in the demand for future ballast tank coating work, starting in about five years. This may not only affect the repair
yards but also those companies specialising in onboard maintenance using riding crew,” Kattan says in a Gard News
article.
If the amendments fail to have the desired effect, however, ballast tanks could be subject to more frequent class
inspections, raising the demand for coating work for the repair yard. It is also possible that coating solutions would
be limited to those approved by the PSPC, which may hit some of the smaller paint suppliers, suggests Kattan.
The amount of work to be carried out will of course depend on the assessment of the degree of failure – a
notoriously difficult evaluation to make. Studies carried out by Safinah, supported by work carried out by Muehlhan
Surface Preparation, show that assessment by different inspectors – even among those who are well-qualified and
experienced – can lead to discrepancies of up to 400% in the assessed percentage of rust-spotting. Attempts are
being made to develop more objective assessment methods.
Kattan asks what will happen at the end of 15 years. “If by then the coating has reached the end of its useful life,
then repairers could expect an increase in demand for ballast tank coating work and the challenge will be to develop
the technologies to handle the work economically and efficiently within an ever-tightening environmental
framework.

LNG Ship Disabled off Cape Cod
Tuesday, February 12, 2008

The Unified Command at Coast Guard Sector Boston is continuing to monitor and assist the Liquefied Natural Gas
tanker Catalunya Spirit, which lost propulsion and became disabled and adrift east of Cape Cod Monday morning.
Teekay Corporation, which operates the Catalunya Spirit, contracted four tugboats and three technical
representatives to assist the tanker. The tugboats Freedom and Liberty arrived on scene with the tanker about 10
p.m., Monday. The Freedom placed the Catalunya Spirit under tow, stopping the tanker's southeasterly movement,
and is slowly heading west to a temporary offshore location, while conducting repairs.
The tug Iona McAllister is also on scene standing by. The salvage tug, Atlantic Salvor, is expected to arrive at 1 p.m.,
Tuesday to assist as necessary.
A Coast Guard marine inspector and two contracted technical representatives are on the Catalunya Spirit and an
additional Coast Guard marine inspector is aboard the tug Liberty, which is on scene with the tanker. Today, an
aircrew from Air Station Cape Cod is scheduled to transport a class society representative from Lloyds, and an
additional technical representative, and additional Coast Guard personnel.
Though the vessel has not suffered any structural damage or released any substance, as part of the response plan,
Coast Guard Sector Boston has notified the National Strike Team and is helping to coordinate salvage and pollution
response assets. Additionally, the Coast Guard Cutter Escanaba is on scene.
The Maine Responder, the New Jersey Responder, and the Delaware Responder are en route to be available if
needed.
The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection is assisting in the unified command, which continues to
ensure comprehensive measures are in place to minimize risk to the marine environment and public safety in the
event of an incident.
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IMO endorses seafarer poster campaign
(Mar 6 2008)

The IMO has joined leading shipping organisations in trying to safeguard seafarers’ rights.
This comes at a time when the South Koreans are pressing charges against all those involved in the 'Hebei Spirit'
pollution incident, including the VLCC's master.
IMO said that it had endorsed the ISF/ICS/ITF joint campaign to promote the IMO/ILO guidelines on Fair Treatment
of Seafarers in the event of a maritime accident.

The campaign encourages members of ISF/ICS and ITF to approach governments to promote the guidelines and
monitor how effectively they are being implemented.
IMO secretary general, Efthimios Mitropoulos said that the campaign, which includes the distribution of posters
worldwide to inform seafarers of the guidelines, was fully in line with the request of IMO’s legal committee that the
guidelines should be widely disseminated and their application encouraged.
“By the actions you are taking, seafarers serving throughout the shipping industry will not only have a clearer
understanding of the fundamental elements of fair treatment in the unfortunate event they are caught up in a
maritime accident, but they will also feel encouraged by the knowledge that they have the international community
at their side, which, should the situation arise, is prepared and willing to pay attention to their plight,” Mitropoulos
said in a letter to Tony Mason, secretary general, ICS/ISF, and David Cockroft, general secretary, ITF.
“I have no doubt that, by acting as you suggest, you will render a good service to shipping by, among other things,
establishing faith in young people, who are thinking of a career at sea, that seafarers are not alone and unprotected
when something goes wrong while at sea,” Mitropoulos added.
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Giorgi defends Hebei Spirit master
V.SHIPS president Roberto Giorgi has warned that unless the industry unites to protect seafarers from unreasonable legal
attack, its ongoing recruitment crisis will only intensify.
”It is the duty of everyone in the industry to protect the seafarers. They deserve it, especially when they are doing a great job.
What is more, if the industry does not protect crew members, it will become even more difficult to convince young men to go
to sea.”
Mr Giorgi was speaking in the wake of a decision by South Korean prosectors to file charges against the master of the Hebei
Spirit over the December collision with a runaway crane-barge that led to the country‟s worst ever oil spill.
The masters of the barge and the tug that was towing it, as well as the owners of all three vessels have also been charged. Capt.
JS Chawla of the Hebei Spirit and two other crew members, including the chief officer, were indicted for failing to follow
orders from maritime authorities.
Prosecutors allege that “Capt. Chawla “overlooked the possibility of collision and carelessly assumed that the tug-boat fleet
would safely pass by a distance of about 280m.”
Mr Giorgi strongly defended the captain‟s actions after the fully loaded VLCC, owned by Hebei Ocean Shipping and managed
by V.Ships, was hit at its anchorage by the Samsung-owned crane-barge, which had broken free of its tow.
”Our investigation shows that Capt. Chawla did an excellent job in preventing a greater disaster. And remember that the
collision knocked out all communication on board. He took charge personally and his response was textbook,” Mr Giorgi said.
At the same time, he also expressed grave concern at the growing number of seafarers falling prey to legal action in the
aftermath of casualties, often on flimsy grounds.
While accepting the need for a thorough investigation of accidents, and for those responsible to face the consequences, he
noted that “we are finding situations where an officer does an excellent job and still has go go through unnecessary trauma.”
In the case of Capt. Chawla, he said V.Ships had tried to be supportive of an officer who had been with the company from
cadet, both on the ground in South Korea and through regular contacts with his family in India, a fertile recruiting ground for
the company.

As the affair played out, it would also communicate the lessons of the incident, good and bad, across its crewing network. “But
whatever happens, we have to be able to reassure our crew that they will be protected.”
He added that seafarers were increasingly sensitised to the greater legal risks now seemingly inherent to the profession. At a
recent meeting with 40 senior Ukrainian officers in Odessa, he said, those present had expressed a clear preference for working
containerships or bulkers over tankers, exactly because of the greater legal risks attached to tankers.
Mr Giorgi conceded that the industry had often been its own worst enemy in failing to project a positive image to the wider
world, and said that in turn influenced the treatment of seafarers when a casualty occurred.
”We need to change the perception of shipping among people who are not in the business. And we need a big budget to do it,
not just three or four guys going around the world saying „shipping is good‟.
All the industry organisations should have funds for promotion and advertising of shipping, and that means major campaigns
on TV and in print. The problem is that everyone is looking out for their own. We need a joint approach.”
He said the need to protect crew and improve the industry‟s image would be one focal point of a press conference to be held by
V.Ships, Hosco and Skuld, P&I club for the Hebei Spirit, in Hong Kong on Thursday.
Mr Giorgio would also raise the subject at the Intermanager meeting scheduled for London on February 2.
”We need a lobbying presence that does the job where power resides. At the moment, the industry‟s lobbying it is not strong
enough. It needs to be a concerted effort, rather than individual organisations doing it for the benefit of their members alone.
”At the moment, the only segment of the industry that is doing it is the cruise business. Of course, fewer companies are
involved but they are making a big financial commitment, particularly on advertising and PR.”
Individual companies, particularly large publicly quoted concerns, should also be taking a lead, he argued. “Many of them
want to be sure that cowboy companies don‟t profit, and there are certainly still differences in quality in the industry. But that
doesn‟t mean they should not be involved in this process.”
By John McLaughlin
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It's been five years since the suicide attack on the tanker Limburg and memories are starting to fade. But Ali AlBadawi, one of the ring leaders in the bombing of the Limburg and the earlier attack on the USS Cole escaped from
custody in 2006 and is still out there—with a 65 million reward on his head
Since the October 6, 2002 suicide- boat attack on the French-flag tanker Limburg in the Gulf of Aden off Yemen,
there have been no documented Al Qaeda linked terrorist attacks on an oceangoing merchant ship going about its
business. (The only other incident that might be deemed to come close to fitting this category would be the 2004
bombing of the Philippines ferry Super-ferry 14, understood to be the work of Abu Sayyaf—which while an Islamist
and terrorist movement appears to have a more localized agenda than Al Qaeda.)
Now, more than five years later, memories of the Limburg bombing may be starting to fade, but this does not mean
that such an attack could not happen again.
The Limburg attack was pretty much a carbon copy of the October 12, 2000,bombing of the USS Cole in Aden,
Yemen.
One Cole plotter currently detained in Guantanamo Bay is Al Nashiri, Abd Al Rahim Hussein Mohammed. He is
described in an unclassified Department of Defense summary of evidence for his combatant status review as "one of

the main suspects for mastermind-ding the attacks on the USS Cole and on the French oil tanker merchant vessel
Limburg in October 2002."
Unfortunately, not all the Cole/Limburg plotters are safely confined in Gitmo. One of them, Jamel Ahmed
Mohammed Ali Al-Badawi, wanted in connection with the Cole incident escaped Yemeni custody (for the second
time) on February 3, 2006 and is now on the FBI most wanted terrorist list.
The U.S. Government's Rewards for Justice program is offering $5 million for information leading to his arrest or conviction.

Lesson: This guy blows up ships. He's still out there somewhere—and he may well be involved in his next project.

SHIPOWNERS START TO CHAFE
Be all that as it may, it's been a long time since the Limburg incident and many shipowners are now chafing at the
burden of maritime security regulations that are perceived more as an expensive bureaucratic nightmare than a
protection against a real threat.
One recent example of an enforcement action that would appear to do more to irritate than to protect is a recent
U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) crackdown on crew changes.

The UK P&I Club issued a loss pre-bulletin in November 2007 warning members that while CBP has long expected
that departing international crew will leave the U.S. on the next available flight, its current directive is that off
signing crew must depart the country the same day they are signed off the ship. This applies unless there are
unusual circumstances that warrant leniency.
Crews that do not depart/arrive the same day they leave/join the ship will subject owners/crew managers to a fine
of $3,300 per crewmember.
"In the interest of safety and crew welfare, some operators are understood to have a policy of giving officers a
night's rest in a hotel after flying before joining their ships. Such policies and actions will now result in fines being
imposed: says the bulletin. The bulletin reports that the number of fines issued nationwide by the CBP has increased.
The bulletin says that the CBP is now issuing fines for infractions which would have previously warranted no more
than a warning
Thanks to enforcement actions such as these. owners increasingly comply with security regulations because they
must, not because they believe. This is prescription for disaster
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An Old Tool Being Used Anew
By Jeanne M. Grasso

Over the last ten or so years, criminal prosecutions have become commonplace in the maritime industry. The most
common prosecutions stem from environmental violations, but often also include charges of false statements,
conspiracy, and obstruction of justice. Over the last several years, however, a new trend has begun - that of
prosecutions under the Seaman's Manslaughter Statute. These prosecutions have come to the fore because of the
Staten Island Ferry incident, which occurred in 2003, where the Seaman's Manslaughter Statute was used to extract
guilty pleas from the pilot and a shoreside official.

History of the Seaman's Manslaughter Statute. Since the origin of steamboats in the early 1800s, thousands of
passengers died from boiler explosions and fires, which plagued this class of vessel. States began to step in and
regulate steamboats, but the effort was disjointed and ineffective. The death of Senator Josiah Johnson in a
steamboat explosion prompted President Andrew Jackson, in his 1833 State of the Union address, to make
steamboat safety a federal priority. In 1838, Congress passed "An act to provide for the better security of the lives of
passengers aboard vessels propelled in whole or in part by steam" (the "1838 Act"). The 1838 Act set forth various
licensing, inspection, and safety requirements for steamboats. The focus of the 1838 Act, however, was to demand
the "utmost vigilance of the crew by attaching criminal liability for fatal lapses." According to the legislative history,
the1838 Act was designed to punish captains, engineers, and pilots of steamboats for their negligence or inattention
related to vessel operations. The 1838 Act did not go far enough, and by 1852 over 7,000 people had died on
steamboats. Congress realized that the technology was part of the problem and that imposing criminal liability on
the crewmembers was not an effective solution. In 1852, another steamboat safety law was enacted (the "1852
Act"), which imposed various safety equipment requirements, including hydrostatic testing, safety valves, lifeboats,
life preservers, and firefighting equipment. Steamboat-related deaths decreased dramatically after enactment of the
1852 Act, which largely provided the basis for the U.S. Coast Guard inspection regime as we know it today.

The Seaman's Manslaughter Statute.
The Seaman's Manslaughter Statute generally criminalizes misconduct, negligence, or inattention to duties by a
captain, engineer, pilot, charterer, owner, operator, or other person employed on or responsible for managing any
vessel. It provides for fines and imprisonment of up to ten years. The elements of the crime are that:
(1)the defendant was [captain, pilot, operations manager, etc.] of the vessel;
(2) the defendant was guilty of misconduct, negligence, or inattention to his duties on the vessel; and
(3) that by reason of such misconduct, negligence, or inattention, someone died.

Over the last few years, the Seaman's Manslaughter Statute has been used to convict not only crewmembers, but
also shoreside personnel involved with vessel operations. It is important to note that intent is not an element of the
offense andit is not necessary to show that the acts or omissions that caused the death were willful or intentional. In

fact, in most jurisdictions where the statute has been utilized, simple negligence is enough to secure a conviction,
save for in Florida, which requires gross negligence.

Until recently, prosecutions under the Seaman's Manslaughter Statute were arare event. Recent high-profile
casualties, however, have given the statute a new life. Over the last several years, it has been used to convict not
only crewmembers, but also shoreside personnel who are involved with vessel operations.

During its first century and half, there were roughly eight major prosecutions, spanning 1848 through 1990. The
most notable of these prosecutions involved the GeneralSlocum disaster in 1904, where more than1,000 people died
when the vessel caught fire on the East River in New York. The investigation revealed that: the captain did not
conduct fire drills or provide emergency training to crewmembers; the fire hoses were rotten and ruptured under
the pressure; and the lifejackets were rotten and contained disintegrated cork, which resulted in many passengers
drowning.

Captain Van Shaick, executives of Knickerbocker Steamboat Co., and the inspector who had recently certified the
vessel as fit for service were all indicted. Van Shaick was convicted of manslaughter and was sentenced to ten years
hard labor, though he only served three years before being pardoned byPresident Taft. Knickerbocker escaped with
only a nominal fine, despite the fact that the trial revealed the company had falsified records to cover up its lack of
attention to passenger safety. Recent Prosecutions. Unlike the paucity of prosecutions at the outset, during the last
seven years, there were six major prosecutions under the Seaman's Manslaughter Statute, as well as the recent
indictment of a charterboat fishing boat captain relating to the deaths of three passengers.

The first of the recent prosecutions, U.S. v. Lee Peng Fei, involved a human smuggling scheme. Fei, the mastermind,
endeavored to smuggle 298 Chinese aliens aboard the Golden Venture into New York in 1993. When his plan to send
small vessels to disembark the passengers fell through, he ordered the ship to ground in New York, which resulted in
ten people drowning while trying to swim ashore. After a worldwide manhunt and a subsequent extradition battle,
Fei pled guilty to the deaths of six persons, among other charges. Fei was sentenced to 20 years in prison. In U.S. v.
Mitlof, a water taxi capsized, killing a passenger in 1998. The owner had allowed the vessel to operate with
numerous mechanical and structural deficiencies. The vessel's owner and captain were convicted of conspiracy,
manslaughter, and wire fraud, the latter count because the owner advertised the vessel as being Coast Guard
inspected, knowing it was not.
U.S. v. O'Keefe involved a cocaine impaired tugboat pilot who caused an accident resulting in the sinking of the
vessel and the death of his ex-wife in 2001. The pilot was convicted of manslaughter, sentenced to one year in
prison, and ordered to pay $640,000 in restitution. He appealed the conviction, arguing that gross negligence rather
than simple negligence was required to trigger criminal liability. The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals confirmed that
simple negligence was all that was required to sustain a conviction. In U.S. v. Shore, the captain and first mate pled
guilty to manslaughter charges resulting from the death of an underage woman on a booze cruise in 2001. After
several hours of partying, the vessel's anchor dragged and it collided with a moored sailboat, causing a section of the
rail to break. The first mate motored away, knowing the rail was broken, and a woman fell overboard and drowned.
The captain and first mate pled guilty to manslaughter, were sentenced to six months home detention with
electronic monitoring, 500 hours of community service, and a $10,000 fine, and were ordered to pay $40,000 in
restitution. In U.S. v. Thurston, the chief mate instructed a crewmember on the S.S. Trinity to enter and clean a tank

that had contained MTBE. When the crewmember entered the tank in 2001, he was overcome by fumes and died.
The chief mate was indicted under the Seaman's Manslaughter Statute, but the first indictment was dismissed by the
district court because it was based on simple negligence rather than gross negligence. A second indictment was
brought charging him with the same violation, but by acting with gross rather than simple negligence. The case went
to trial and the chief mate was acquitted.
The Staten Island Ferry incident, which occurred in 2003, is the most recent case resulting in convictions under the
Seaman's Manslaughter Statute. In this case, the Andrew Barberi veeredoff course and allided with a concrete
maintenance pier, killing 11 people and injuring 73 others. Immediately thereafter, a joint federal/
state investigation commenced, resulting in the indictments of the captain, assistant captain (pilot), director of ferry
operations, port captain, and the pilot'sphysician.

The pilot pled guilty to 11 counts of seaman's manslaughter and for making a false statement to the government. He
admitted he was overly tired, taking painkillers, and in such pain he was not in the proper physical condition to
operate the vessel. In his license renewal application, the pilot stated he was not on prescription drugs for fear of
losing his job. He was sentenced to 18 months in prison. The director of ferry operations was also charged with 11
counts of manslaughter, as well as obstruction of justice and false statements. The manslaughter charge stemmed
from his failure to ensure that the vessel was in the control of a qualified pilot and to enforce the two-pilot rule,
which had a long history in the ferry operations. The two-pilot rule required that two pilots be in the pilothouse
during docking operations. He pled guilty to one count of manslaughter and was sentenced to one year in prison.
The captain, who was not in the pilothouse at the time of the allision, was indicted for lying to the investigators. The
charge was reportedly dismissed in exchange for his cooperation. The port captain was indicted for obstruction of
justice and making false statements to the government for asserting that the two-pilot rule was enforced. The pilot's
physician was indicted for making false statements to the government by signing a medical form that accompanied
the pilot's license renewal application submitted to the Coast Guard, which indicated that the pilot was not taking
any prescription medications. The maritime industry has increasingly been the target of criminal prosecutions for the
better part of the past decade, originally (and still) for environmental crimes and now for seaman's manslaughter.
The recent frequent use of the Seaman's Manslaughter Statute should serve as a wakeup call for companies to take
action to avoid becoming a part of this trend. This includes establishing and effectively implementing a compliance
program based not only on regulatory requirements, but also on other assessed risks.
Jeanne M. Grasso is a Partner in the
Maritime and White Collar Practice
Groups at Blank Rome LLP and focuses
her practice on maritime and environmental
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international, federal, and state level.
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A new Network of Excellence (NoE) on Marine Structures (MARSTRUCT) was launched in Lisbon on 4 and 5 March
2004. The network, including collaborators from 17 countries, will work for five years to improve comfort,
effectiveness, safety, reliability and environmental performance of ship structures.

MARSTRUCT is one of the first NoEs to be launched under the EU’s Sixth Framework Programme (FP6), comprising
33 partners from 17 EU, non-EU, accession and candidate countries. The network will focus on the application of
advanced structural and reliability assessment within design, fabrication and operation. This, it is hoped, will lead to
increased public and commercial confidence in the safety and competitiveness of waterborne transport.
Tasks will be divided into individual work packages, comprising:
Methods and tools for loads and load effects;
Methods and tools for strength assessment;
Experimental analysis of structures;
Fabrication aspects of structures including new and advanced methods;
Methods and tools for structural design and optimisation;
Structural reliability, safety and environmental protection.
Addressing the assembled participants, the European Commission’s Michael Kyriakopoulos said, “You are all here
because of your experience as leading marine researchers. This network is a means of focussing and integrating your
efforts, eliminating duplication and bringing about the best possible solutions to the issues at hand.”
New FP6 flexibility…
As one of the first maritime research initiatives launched under FP6, MARSTRUCT will be following new procedures
aimed at simplifying project management and increasing flexibility.

“Many of us have already worked together successfully with the EU,” said Guedes Soares. “This time around we are
more in control of the management of this initiative. With the increased flexibility now available to us under the new
Framework Programme, I see every likelihood of a positive conclusion to this project.”
And new partners
MARSTRUCT features a range of participants, representing the entire chain of actors, from Universities to state and
private research institutions to industrial shipyards. Also among the group are a significant number of participants
from non-EU, accession and candidate countries, including Bulgaria, Norway, Poland, Romania and Turkey.

“What we have here are simply the best marine structures experts in Europe,” says Guedes Soares. “Strong
collaborative relationships are very important and we are very much looking forward to working with new partners
from the non-EU or soon-to-be-EU states. They all have a great amount of knowledge to share and we want to do
everything we can to get them involved in the European research process.”
L. Konieczny, of the Centrum Techniki Okretowej in Poland said his group was looking forward to working with new
partners. “We have already participated in EU-funded research projects under FP5,” he said, “in the form of the
OPTIPOD and FASTPOD projects, but we are glad to see more of our Eastern European neighbours now coming on
board.”
The MARSTRUCT steering committee is expected to meet three to four times a year, says Guedes Soares, with a
plenary of all participants about once a year.

Building on European maritime strengths

Europe is a maritime superpower and current European research in the waterborne transport sector is aimed at
stimulating growth and contributing to the maintenance and strengthening of this global leadership position. This
means setting the highest possible quality standards for safe and sustainable maritime operations as well as
increasing the pace of waterborne transport innovations.
European companies understand that an integral cluster approach at a European level is a critical condition for
achieving the ambitious objectives set out in the WATERBORNE Technology Platform’s Vision 2020 document, an
important step forward on the road to forging ties between European maritime companies, sectors and national
authorities. The move towards pan-European unification is now spreading rapidly and will facilitate cross border cooperation, not only between leading firms, but also between small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) networks.

Issues and challenges:
Setting the agenda for future maritime research
Safe, sustainable and efficient waterborne operations
A competitive European maritime industry
Managing and facilitating growth and changing trade patterns
As the pace of innovation increases, the costs of participating in the innovation networks continues to go down.
More and more SMEs are now able to become part of the successful European Research Area, while heightened
economic dynamics translate into increased exports, employment and added value. The WATERBORNE TP Strategic
research Agenda (WSRA) and the work programmes based on it, are uniting the European maritime industry,
embracing deep sea, short sea and inland transportation of goods and people as well as offshore technology and
recreational craft.

What is the expected impact of the implementation of the SRA of the WATERBORNE TP in 2020? Its’ outcomes
provide the means by which Europe will retain the foremost positions in shipping, the offshore industry, ports,
including terminals and berths, dredging, shipbuilding, marine equipment, naval, inland shipping, yachting, fisheries
and the maritime services sectors. Given the global growth opportunities in these key sectors, this means a potential
increase in turnover of 50 percent for the entire maritime industry.

Safe, sustainable and efficient waterborne operations
Waterborne transport is the most sustainable transport mode from the economic and environmental points of view.
In recent years significant reductions in accident rates and consequences have been achieved. The effect on some
vessel types has been stunning; for example, bulk carrier losses have fallen to a third of the level they were in 1990.
In tanker shipping the average number of large oil spills (&gt;700 tons) during the 1970s was three times that during
the 1990s.
The challenge for the marine industries is to sustain this achievement while seeing a massive increase in waterborne
transport. This increase is now being driven by ever-increasing globalisation, increasing population demand for
energy and food, shifting trade patterns and environmental pressures pushing freight from roads to rail and water in
Europe. The waterborne transport industries need to ensure that continuous and cost effective improvements are
made in competitiveness, as well as reducing risk and keeping the environmental footprint of waterborne transport
and operations to a minimum.
Specific identified research priorities include:

Implementing goal-based and risk-based frameworks for cost efficient safety
The ‘zero accidents’ target
The crashworthy vessel
A competitive European maritime industry
Constantly changing market, societal and environmental conditions create new opportunities and new challenges.
The European maritime industry, based in an area of wealth and high social and environment protection standards,
must address these challenges by means of technological and commercial research, development and innovation, to
maintain leadership and competitiveness.
Waterborne transport research covers parallel development of the supply chains, equipment and materials,
manufacturing and support infrastructure. It deals with all vessel types from high-volume and specialised cargo
vessels, large cruise ships and ferries through special service supply ships, ice breakers, tugs and dredgers, research
and coast guard vessels to super yachts, sailboats and powerboats.
The economic impact of the maritime industry cannot be overstated. More than three million people work directly in
the European waterborne sector and generate a turnover of about €200 billion with an added value totalling about
€100 billion. This represents more than 1% of EU GDP. Maritime transport continues to grow at twice the rate of
global GDP, with between 80 to 90% of all goods imported and exported by Europe being transported by sea. Within
the EU, more than 40% of goods are carried by water.
To maintain global leadership and a thriving, competitive and economically efficient maritime industry, several key
research challenges have been identified:

Innovative vessels and floating structures
Innovative marine equipment and systems
Tools for accelerated innovation
Next-generation production processes

Managing and facilitating growth and changing trade patterns
World population is growing rapidly, from about six billion in year 2000 to an expected eight billion in the year 2020,
mainly due to growth in Asia and Latin America. The demand for food and energy is growing accordingly. In 2020 an
additional demand for primary energy of at least 50% compared to today’s level is now expected. The consequence
will be an increased need for waterborne transport. The changing distribution of population and industrial
production, as well as rapidly growing global co-operation and outsourcing, are also adding substantial worldwide
waterborne transport demands. Europe has the largest single share in global waterborne transport. Maintaining this
position requires focused efforts.
Immense challenges must be faced to ensure that Europe’s seaways and infrastructure remain capable of safely
handling the increased number and size of ships. This infrastructure requires long lead times for development to
accommodate increasing trade. A modern network of seaports and inland ports must constantly evolve to provide
for the forecast activity increases of the order of 10% per year. Additionally, facilities for pleasure and sport boats
must expand to meet the increasing public demand for waterborne leisure activities.
Key challenges for waterborne transport research in these areas include:

Accelerated Development of New Port and Infrastructure Facilities
Interoperability between Modes
More Effective Ports and Infrastructure
Intelligent Transportation Technologies and Integrated ICT solutions
Understand Environmental Impact of Infrastructure Building and Dredging
Traffic Management Strategies
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ANTWERPEN De Hogere Zeevaartschool huurt in april 2008 het zeilschip Dar Mlodziezy als opleidingsschip voor
hun eerstejaarsstudenten. Voor het eerst, sinds de Mercator in 1960 uit de vaart werd genomen, gaan cadetten
weer zeilen.
De Dar Mlodziezy was in augustus 2006 met zijn 110,6 meter het langste schip dat aanmeerde in Antwerpen voor de
Tall Ships' Race. Het reusachtige zeilschip maakte een blijvende indruk op Patrick Blondé, algemeen directeur van de
Hogere Zeevaartschool. ,,Het schip is helemaal gemoderniseerd en ingericht als opleidingsschip. Perfect voor de
stage in het eerste jaar.,
De directeur liet er geen gras over groeien. In november bezocht het schip van de Poolse zeevaartacademie in
Gdynia en in januari sprak hij met de kapitein in Londen.
,,We moeten de details van de overeenkomst nog verder afspreken,, verduidelijkt Blondé. ,,Het vertrek of de
aankomst zal in Antwerpen plaatsvinden maar dat hangt af van de volgende bestemming van de Dar Mlodziezy.
In totaal is er op het zeilschip plaats voor 165bemanningsleden. Dat komt overeen met het aantal eerstejaars van de
Zeevaartschool en hun begeleiders.
,,We zijn erg blij dat we met onze cadetten weer kunnen gaan zeilen,, zegt de algemeen directeur. ,,Door de stage
kunnen ze wennen aan het water en respect opdoen voor het geweld van de zee.
De Hogere Zeevaartschool sloot een overeenkomst voor het jaar 2008 maar het is niet uitgesloten dat het schip de
jaren daarop ook wordt gehuurd.
Het kostenplaatje van de stage blijft met 140.000euro binnen het budget van andere jaren. (sdi)

Nieuwsblad.be
Dar Mlodziezy wordt de nieuwe thuishaven van de eerstejaarsstudenten van de Hogere Zeevaartschool.
Wim Kempenaers
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BRUSSEL – Al wie zich bezighoudt met passagiervaart in Brussel, heeft gisteren een projectvoorstel voor een
passagiersterminal ingediend bij bevoegd staatssecretaris Brigitte Grouwels (CD&V). De operatoren pleiten voor een
recreatieve zone die één geheel vormt met de jachthaven.
De plannen van de Brusselse Haven om het terrein langs de Heembeekkaai in concessie te geven aan een producent
van biobrandstoffen, schoot enkele maanden geleden in het verkeerde keelgat bij de passagiervaartoperatoren, die
al jarenlang gebruik mogen maken van de aanlegkade. De Haven suste hen met de belofte te zoeken naar een
alternatief in de voorhaven, maar dat vinden de operatoren niet valabel. Ze dienden zopas een concreet
projectvoorstel in met een pleidooi voor de uitbouw van een volwaardige passagiersterminal aan de Heem-beekkaai.
Nu zowel de brandweer als de Stad Brussel een ongunstig advies heeft gegeven in het biobrandstoffendos- sier,
willen de operatoren de minister alsnog overtuigen dat de Heembeekkaai bij uitstek geschikt is voor havenrecreatie.
Als eerste argument halen ze aan dat de Heembeekkaai de dichtst bij het stadscentrum gelegen aanlegplaats is die
bereikt kan worden door grotere passagiersschepen. Bovendien kan er in alle veiligheid aangemeerd worden, omdat
het kanaal er breed is. Dat is niet het geval op de alternatieve plek die de Haven voorstelt, tegenover de toekomstige
Katoen Natie, waar het water slechts vijftig meter breed is en er voor voorbijvarende zeeschepen alleen een smalle
geul zou overblijven. Derde argument is de hoogte van de Heembeekkaai: met zijn drie meter blijkbaar ideaal voor
grotere passagiersboten, maar ook voor marineschepen en historische zeilschepen die tijdens manifestaties komen
aanmeren. Voor de kleinere passagiersschepen kan een plaatselijke verlaging in de kade ge màakt worden, of een
drijvend pontton in het water gelegd worden. De brede strook langs de ,aanlegkade vergemakkelijkt volgens de
operatoren het overstappen van passagiers, op bussen en de bevoorrading 'met vrachtwagens, en biedt plaats voor
installaties tijdens manifestaties.
Ze pleiten in hun voorstel ook voor een parkeerplein op het terrain langs de aanlegzone. Zo zou er een soort park &
ride-systeem kunnen komen, waarbij mensen hun wagen parkeren en verder per boot, fiets of openbaar vervoer
naar het stadscentrum doorreizen:. De Heembeekkaai ligt immers op honderd meter van enkele bushaltes, en vlak
bij de Van Praetbrug en de woonzone van Neder-Over-Heembeek. Een fietspad richting Molenbeek en Anderlecht
wordt de . komende maanden afgewerkt. De operatoren dromen dan ook al hardop van een homogeen gebied voor
watertoerisme en recreatie dat zou aansluiten bij de Brusselse jachthaven (Bryc) en bijna een kilometer lang zou zijn.
Bij zo'n trekpleister hoort ook een onthaal-centrum voor bezoekers, dat nieuw gebouwd moet worden of eventueel
ondergebracht kan worden in het paviljoen van de zeilschool, dat volgens de operatoren op dit moment maar
sporadisch gebruikt wordt.
De exploitatiekosten van de nieuwe passagiersterminal zouden gedragen kunnen worden door de opbrengsten van
de gebruikers, maar voor de infrastructuur rekenen de operatoren integraal op het Gewest.

Karolien Merchiers
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Storage of carbon dioxide (CO2) under the seabed is now permitted, under amendments to the 1996 Protocol to the
Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter, 1972 (London Protocol).
The amendments were adopted on 2 November 2006 at the First Meeting of the Contracting Parties to the London
Protocol and they entered into force on 10 February 2007.
The amendments regulate the sequestration of CO2 streams from CO2 capture processes in sub-seabed geological
formations, for permanent isolation, thereby creating a basis in international environmental law to regulate this
practice. It is likely that this option would apply to large point sources of CO2 emissions, including power plants using
fossil fuels, steel works and fuel processing plants.
Sequestration of CO2 streams is intended to be part of a suite of measures to tackle the challenge of climate change
and ocean acidification, including, first and foremost, the need to further develop and use low carbon forms of
energy and conservation measures to reduce emissions.
Guidelines on how to store CO2 in sub-seabed geological formations will be developed for adoption by the Parties to
the London Protocol, when they meet for their second session in November 2007. These guidelines will address how
to store CO2 in a manner that meets all the requirements of the Protocol and is safe for the marine environment,
over both the short- and long-term.
The 1996 Protocol, which entered into force on 24 March 2006, takes a precautionary approach and prohibits the
dumping of wastes at sea, except for certain substances, listed in the Annex 1 to the Protocol. “CO2 streams from
CO2 capture processes for sequestration” have now been addedto this list.

Storage of CO2 under the seabed is now permitted under international rules. In one project, CO2 extracted from gas
production on Statoil's Sleipner West field in the Norwegian North Sea is stored 1,000 metres beneath the seabed
instead of being released to the air. About 2,800 tonnes of CO2 are separated daily and injected into the Utsira
sandstone formation (aquifer), in a process which has been in use since the field came on stream in 1996. In 2000, the
saline aquifer CO2 storage (SACS) project demonstrated that the injected gas remains in place rather than leaking
out. (pic: Statoil)
The amendments state that carbon dioxide streams may only be considered for dumping, if: disposal is into a subseabed geological formation; they consist overwhelmingly of carbon dioxide (they may contain incidental associated
substances derived from the source material and the capture and sequestration processes used); and no wastes or
other matter are added for the purpose of disposing of them.
The 1996 Protocol has currently been ratified by 31 countries and replaces the London Convention 1972 for those
countries. The 1972 Convention has been ratified by 81 countries.
Wastes or other matter which may be considered for dumping
Annex 1 to the 1996 Protocol lists the following wastes or other
matter which may be considered for dumping:
1. dredged material;
2. sewage sludge;
3. fish waste, or material resulting from industrial fish processing operations;
4. vessels and platforms or other man-made structures at sea;
5. inert, inorganic geological material;
6. organic material of natural origin;
7. bulky items primarily comprising iron, steel, concrete and similarly unharmful materials for which the concern is
physical impact, and limited to those circumstances where such wastes are generated at locations, such as small
islands with isolated communities, having no practicable access to disposal options other than dumping; and
8. CO2 streams from CO2 capture processes for sequestration.
Source : IMO News 2007
Scientific Groups cautious over iron fertilization of the oceans to sequester CO2
Scientific advisers to Parties to the international treaties which regulate the dumping of wastes and other matter at
sea have advised caution in relation to planned large-scale iron fertilization of the oceans to sequester carbon
dioxide (CO2).
Knowledge about the effectiveness and potential environmental impact of iron fertilization is currently insufficient to
justify large-scale operations, according to the Scientific Groups advising the Contracting Parties to the Convention
on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter, 1972 (London Convention) and the

1996 Protocol thereto (London Protocol), which met for their annual meeting from 18 to 22 June 2007, in Santiago
de Compostela, Spain.
The Scientific Groups discussed several submissions relating to iron fertilization of the oceans to sequester CO2, as
part of their agenda, and issued the following statement: “Large-scale fertilization of ocean waters using micronutrients such as iron to stimulate phytoplankton growth in order to sequester carbon dioxide is the subject of
recent commercial interest. The Scientific Groups of the London Convention and the London Protocol take the view
that knowledge about the effectiveness and potential environmental impacts of ocean iron fertilization currently is
insufficient to justify large-scale operations .
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), iron fertilization of the oceans may offer a
potential strategy for removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere by stimulating the growth of phytoplankton
and thereby sequestering the carbon dioxide in the form of particulate organic carbon. However, the IPCC also
stated that ocean iron fertilization remains largely speculative, and many of the environmental side effects have yet
to be assessed.
The Scientific Groups of the London Convention and London Protocol note with concern the potential for large-scale
ocean iron fertilization to have negative impacts onthe marine environment and human health.
They therefore recommend that any such operations be evaluated carefully to ensure, among other things, that such
operations are not contrary to the aims of the London Convention and London Protocol.” Parties to the London
Convention and the London Protocol are invited to provide further information relating to proposed large-scale
ocean iron fertilization operations to the Secretariat and to the Scientific Groups as and when such information
becomes available.
The Scientific Groups will report to the 29th Consultative Meeting of Contracting Parties to the London Convention
and the 2nd Meeting of Contracting Parties to the London Protocol, which are scheduled to meet concurrently from
5 to 9 November 2007 in London. The London Convention was one of the first global conventions to protect the
marine environment from human activities and has been in force since 1975. Its objective is to promote the effective
control of all sources of marine pollution and to take all practicable steps to prevent pollution of the sea by dumping
of wastes and other matter.
The 1972 Convention permits dumping of wastes at sea, except for those materials on a banned list. Currently, 81
States are Parties to this Convention.
In 1996, the “London Protocol” was adopted, to further modernize the Convention and, eventually, replace it. Under
the Protocol, the precautionary approach is applied and all dumping is prohibited, except for possibly acceptable
wastes on the so-called “reverse list”. The Protocol entered into force on 24 March 2006 and there are currently 31
Parties to it.
Both the Convention and Protocol require Parties to issue permits for the dumping of wastes and other matter at
sea.

Both the Convention and Protocol require Parties to issue permits for the dumping of wastes and other matter at
sea.
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One person has been killed and two injured after a vessel under
charter to the US Navy opened fire on a boat near the Suez Canal.
The casualties, all Egyptian, were onboard a boat which the US
Navy said ignored repeated warnings not to approach the ro-ro
Global Patriot on Monday night.
The 1,400-lane-metre, US-flagged vessel is currently on charter to
the US Military Sealift Command (MSC) to transport heavy
equipment to Iraq.
According to a statement from the Navy’s Fifth Fleet division, the
1978-built ro-ro “fired warnings shots” as the boat approached
“following multiple warnings to turn away.”

The boat was one of several craft which was sailing towards the ro-ro. Local media reports suggest such boats
frequently come alongside commercial vessels entering the Suez Canal in attempts to hawk merchandise.
“The ship warned the small boats - via bridge to bridge radio and a series of warning steps - to turn away. One small
boat continued to approach the motor vessel, which then reportedly fired warning shots,” the Navy’s statement
continued.
The statement made no mention of any casualties, however, adding only that “the incident is under investigation.”
The Global Patriot began a three-month contract to the MSC last month and is due to deliver over 100 armoured
vehicles to Iraq.
The vessel is operated by Global Container Lines of New York, classed by ANS and has P&I cover with the UK Club.

By Eoin O'Cinneide in London
25/03/2008

US denies Suez death
The US Embassy in Cairo challenged on Tuesday reports that there was a death
aboard a small vessel fired on by a Navy-chartered ro-ro.

In a brief statement, the embassy confirmed that the 1,400-lane-metre Global Patriot
(built 1978) fired warning shots as a small boat approached the ship.
“Initial reports from the Global Patriot indicate that no casualties were sustained on
either vessel,” the embassy said .
The Global Patriot was on
charter to the Military Sealift
Command

Press accounts have reported that one person died aboard the boat and two others
were injured. All passengers on the boat were Egyptian.
The Global Patriot is controlled by Global Container Lines of New York.
The ship, on a three-month time-charter to the Navy’s Military Sealift Command, was
preparing to enter the Suez Canal Monday morning when the incident occurred. It was
carrying a load of 100 armoured vehicles to Iraq.
The embassy says the Global Patriot was approached by several boats before entering the canal, a common
occurrence for merchant vessels in the area.
An Arabic speaker aboard the ship used a bullhorn to warn the boats to turn away, and then a flare was fired. Still,
one boat continued to approach, the embassy says.
Two sets of warning shots landed 18 to 27 metres from the boat, the statement says.
“All shots were accounted for as they entered the water,” the embassy said.
The incident is still under investigation.

US retracts Suez death denial
The climb down on the so-called “Suez Canal Incident” would seem to discredit the contention made by the US
Naval Forces Central Command on Tuesday that “all shots *from the vessel+ were accounted for as they entered the
water.”
Having initially challenged reports that one person died and two were injured when shots were fired from the 1,400lane-metre Global Patriot at a number of small craft on Monday night, the embassy revised its assessment on
Wednesday.
“It appears that an Egyptian in the boat was killed by one of the warning shots,” fired from the 1978-built ship as it
prepared to enter the canal. The vessel is under short-term charter to the US Military Sealift Command (MSC) to
transport heavy equipment to Iraq.
On Tuesday the embassy said: “Initial reports from the Global Patriot indicate that no casualties were sustained on
either vessel.” Similarly, the latest statement from the US Fifth Fleet, also released on Tuesday, contends: “There
were no reports from the Global Patriot of casualties.”
Naval forces onboard the US-flagged ro-ro fired warning shots at a number of small vessels which approached the
ship. Local media reports suggest such boats frequently come alongside commercial vessels entering the Suez Canal
in attempts to hawk merchandise.
The Cairo embassy’s latest update on the matter, which it terms the “Suez Canal Incident”, reiterates that “the boats
were hailed and warned by a native Arabic speaker using a bullhorn to warn them to turn away. A warning flare was
then fired.”
The US Navy’s latest press releases states: “One small boat continued to approach the ship and received two sets of
warning shots 20-30 metres in front of the boat’s bow. All shots were accounted for as they entered the water.”
The embassy’s statement continued: “We express our deepest condolences to the family of the deceased.
“The incident is under investigation. The US Navy's Fifth Fleet Command is cooperating fully with Egyptian
authorities, including the Ministry of Defense, the Suez Canal Authority and other local authorities, as well as the
national authorities through the US Embassy in Cairo.”
Tradewinds 26 March 2008
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Who can we pin the blame on?
Are we anywhere nearer closure in the Erika and Prestige cases? The answer appears to be - No.

In the last few weeks, a US Judge has exonerated ABS of liability for the Prestige sinking while a French
Court dished out rather meaningless fines on those it deemed caused the Erika to founder.
Who should shoulder the blame- class societies, charterers, cargo owners, shipowners, or managers?
Depending on your point of view, it could be either one of them, or a combination of all of them.
They obviously all had a part to play in the running of the vessels, as indeed with most vessels. Did
commercial pressures outweigh the need for caution when allowing the two vessels to load their cargoes and
set sail? Where were the Port State Control inspectors just when you needed them?
Like the Titanic and Exxon Valdez before them, these two incidents helped change the face of shipping
forever. Would we have seen a single hull phase out, or Tanker Management Self-Assessment (TMSA)
being introduced? I doubt it. Ports of refuge have also been strongly debated since the Prestige case. The
tanker industry has come a long way in cleaning up its act, witnessed by TANKEROperator's successful
series of TMSA conferences. People are taking it very seriously.
However, with an orderbook at record level: and everybody seemingly searching for that elusive seafarer
who has future officer potential, there is no room for complacency. There are still some frightening thing
going on out there. You've only got to listen to the pilots who still climb up the ladder of some ships in fear
and trepidation.
There are various other recent rules, regulations and recommendations appearing on or near the statute
books, such as the Performance Standards for Protective Coatings (PSPC), which is supposed to monitor
ballast tank coatings for 15 years in order to prevent safety threatening corrosion.
Since the Erika and Prestige disasters, the EU has become
very active in shipping legislation and at one stage was
thought to be ready to override the IMO on certain
recommendations. The US Coast Guard has taken an even
more proactive stance, especially on security issues as a
result of 9/11.
Nations acting unilaterally, or in a group, can certainly
move much more quickly than bodies, such as the IMO. But
do we want a situation whereby a vessel moving from one
area to another is subject to a different set of rules and
regulations?
Tankers can only be as safe as the people who look after them and sail in them. Complacency is a human
failing, from which most of us suffer from time to time. Being complacent means not checking the minutae,
either in the office or on board ship. Just ticking the boxes won't do anymore.
We have to think for ourselves and not sit back waiting to be told what to do. Often that command never

comes as the person in charge thought that the other person had already carried out the task when in fact, he
or she hadn't.
One leading tanker owner recently told TANKEROperator that his staff is put through an in-house selfassessment course in which it is hoped many of the human failures can be highlighted and to a certain extent
eradicated.
Were the Erika and Prestige sinkings the result of human failures? Certainly the integrity of both ships was
somewhat wanting. Whose fault was that? Answer - a lethal cocktail of almost everybody ashore technically
involved with the vessels. Both masters tried to save their ships, but were shamelessly pilloried by the
authorities as they were the easiest people to grab at the time.
We doubt whether we have heard the last of these cases, which should at least keep the lawyers happy, if
nobody else. TO
Article copied from magazine : TANKEROperator January/February 2008
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Lors d'une conversation de carré à l'École Royale Militaire, un professeur, docte personne comme il sied dans cette
sérieuse institution, m'a avoué souffrir de "tintinopathie", et m'a posé quelques questions sur la Licorne et son combat.
J'ai trouvé suffisamment de documentation pour écrire un petit essai sur le sujet.
Je me suis basé sur des documents d'époque (des reproductions, bien sûr): "Marine", extraits de l'encyclopédie de
Diderot et les "Souvenirs composés" de l'Amiral Paris, deux documents "au-dessus de tous soupçons". Les autres
informations viennent de livres plus ou moins romancés, soit d'époque, "Histoire de la piraterie anglaise" de Defoe et
"Souvenirs" du Chevalier de Duguay-Trouin, soit contemporains, dont la liste est trop longue à énumérer.
Le plus simple est de replacer le combat dans son contexte historique, d'étudier les personnages et les navires en
cause, puis de retracer le combat phase par phase. Je terminerai avec quelques commentaires sur les dessins de Hergé.
Je me base sur l'édition "Le secret de la Licorne" de 1983.

LE CONTEXTE HISTORIQUE
Hergé place le combat en 1698, au large des Caraïbes, c.à.d. au début de la période que les historiens appellent "l'âge
d'or de la piraterie", et dans une zone proche de leurs ports d'attache.
L'île de Saint-domingue était à l'époque partiellement occupée par la France. Un vaisseau français parti de SaintDomingue pouvait en deux jours approcher le détroit de Floride, lieu de chasse préféré des pirates et passage quasiobligé des navires rejoignant l'Europe.
La paix de 1689 signée entre l'Espagne et l'Angleterre met fin à l'activité des flibustiers, et ceux-ci se sont reconvertis
à la piraterie, au profit principalement des colonies de la Nouvelle-Angleterre. Il s'agissait pour celles-ci de contourner
l'Acte de navigation anglais (1651), c.a.d. le quasi-monopole en matière de transport et de commerce réservé aux
Anglais, moyennant taxes et bénéfices profitant aux seuls anglais. En soutenant les pirates, parfois discrètement,
parfois officiellement, les colons de la Nouvelle-Angleterre vendaient aux pirates leurs produits (en contrebande) et
leurs achetaient des produits (tels cotonnades, épices et outils européens) qu'ils ne pouvaient se procurer autrement à
des prix abordables.

LES PERSONNAGES ET LES NAVIRES.
Le Capitaine John Rackam, dit Calicot Jack ou encore Rackam le rouge a réellement existé. Pirate anglais de
deuxième zone, il est surtout connu pour avoir acheté sa compagne, Mary Bonny, et pour l'avoir embarquée, déguisée
en homme. Il aimait porter des vêtements de calicot (tissu brillant) rouge, d'où ses surnoms. Dommage pour Hergé,
mais Rackam survécut au combat avec le Chevalier de Hadoque, puisqu'il fut pris ivre-mort par un sloop de la Royal
Navy et pendu à la Jamaïque en 1720. Mary Bonny, enceinte, échappa à la potence.
L'histoire n'a rien retenu du Chevalier de Hadoque.
Monsieur Lemineur explique dans une note explicative d'une édition de luxe de la collection Tintin que la Licorne est
inspirée d'un navire réel, le Brillant. Construit en 1690, j'ai retrouvé sa trace dans la liste des escadres de Tourville, en

1700 et 1703. Il portait respectivement 50 et 56 canons, ce qui le classe comme un navire de troisième rang, troisième
ordre. Les dessins de Hergé montrent d'ailleurs un joli vaisseau du plus pur style Louis XIV. Le Capitaine Haddock se
tait sur la cargaison de la Licorne (sauf en ce qui concerne le rhum), mais on peut penser raisonnablement qu'il
transportait quelques marchandises (pas beaucoup) et des passagers.
Hergé s'est malheureusement inspiré d'un document incorrect en ce qui concerne la voilure de la Licorne.
Les bandes de ris, destinées à réduire la surface des voiles, sont mal réparties; les perroquets en portaient au
maximum une, voire pas du tout, les huniers deux ou trois, et les basses voiles une seule. La voile d'artimon, ou voile
d'ourse (ou d'orse) en comportait une.
Fait plus curieux, le navire navigue sous perroquet de beaupré, correct pour le grand largue, mais sa vergue de
civadière est sèche, ce qui est impensable pour ne pas déséquilibrer le plan de voilure.
Je ne m'explique pas le choix d'un ketch en ce qui concerne le navire des pirates. On retrouve un navire identique dans
"l'histoire de la marine" (tome I) de Hergé, écrit 20 ans plus tard. Ces navires, dont on supprimait le mat de misaine
pour le remplacer par une pièce d'artillerie lourde (mortier) étaient réservés à un usage militaire et, que je sache, dans
les eaux européennes. Le ketch tel qu'il est dessiné devait être un mauvais marcheur, avec le centre vélique très en
arrière. J'aurais choisi un sloop ou une goélette, navires existant à l'époque, et préférés des pirates et corsaires.

LE COMBAT
La Licorne navigue grand largue tribord amure (le vent vient de sa hanche tribord). Elle aperçoit le pirate sous le vent,
navigant vent de travers, également tribord amure. Si les navires ne manoeuvrent pas, ils vont se croiser. Le Chevalier
vire lof pour lof, va à la rencontre du pirate, et tire "à plein bois" (dans la coque, et non dans le gréement) sur le pirate
avec sa batterie tribord.
Il aurait fort bien pu revirer lof pour lof afin d'engager le pirate avec ses canons bâbord, qui n'ont pas encore tiré. Il
perd ainsi son avantage principal, à savoir sa puissance de feu.
Le pirate a également viré de bord, vent devant. A partir du moment ou la Licorne prend la fuite au près serré, on peut
estimer que le combat se règlera à l'abordage. Le pirate va la rattraper, tout en restant dans l'angle mort de ses canons.
Selon les vitesses des deux navires, la poursuite a dû durer un certain temps, laissant au Français le temps de recharger
et d'engager le feu par ses pièces de fuite (situées sur le tableau arrière). Haddock n'en parle pas. Autre erreur, la
Licorne a gardé le perroquet de beaupré établi pour le près. Le mat qui soutient cette voile se serait rapidement brisé,
vu que par sa position avancée, il n'était pas étayé latéralement.
L'abordage est une superbe manoeuvre de Rackam. Profitant de son surcroît de vitesse, il vient mourir sur la hanche
arrière tribord de la Licorne. Il aborde sous le vent, protégé ainsi des vagues par sa victime. Le risque était grand, car
il aurait pu rater la manoeuvre, et se retrouver déventé à proximité d'un navire de guerre ayant rechargé son artillerie.
Les pirates se sont amarrés le long de la Licorne, et montent à l'abordage. Malgré un net désavantage en hommes, ils
vont s'imposer. Ce qui m'étonne dans le dessin, c'est que le vent fut particulièrement favorable au pirate, vu qu'il se
présente vent arrière, alors que la Licorne est au près (???).
Après le combat, les pirates passent l'équipage au fil de l'épée; seul le chevalier de Hadoque est épargné. Curieuse
réaction des pirates, qui normalement rançonnaient les officiers, et engageaient de nouveaux pirates, parfois par la
force.

Les pirates retournent dans une crique, mouillent et carguent les voiles vergue haute. Erreur classique de beaucoup de
dessinateurs et de modélistes. Normalement, on choque (donne du mou) la drisse de la voile et ses écoutes, la vergue
descend le long du mât jusqu'au chouquet (liaison entre deux sections de mât), on hâle les cargue-pointes et carguesfonds et les gabiers ferlent la voile au moyen des rabans de ferlage.
Le Chevalier de Hadoque se libère, et décide de saborder son navire. Il se rend pour ce faire dans la Saint-Barbe.
Erreur ! Il n'y aurait trouvé que des armes et le matériel d'entretien des canons. Il aurait du se rendre dans la soute aux
poudres, située au plus bas du navire. Les soit-disant tonneaux de poudre sont bien trop grands, et mal arrimés.
Comme la poudre noire avait la fichue habitude de s'auto enflammer, on réduisait au maximum les risques de
frottements internes (dus aux mouvements du navire) en la stockant dans des petits tonneaux. D'ailleurs, comment
l'équipage aurait-il pu, sans palans, amener à cette place les gros tonneaux visibles sur le dessin ?
L'équipage de la Licorne porte un uniforme, fait exceptionnel pour l'époque.
L'uniforme des matelots n'est apparu qu'au XIXième siècle. Cela veut sans doute dire que le commandant les a vêtus
sur sa propre bourse. De plus, un vaisseau du Roy arborait un pavillon blanc, et non bleu fleur de lyse. Autre détail
amusant, page 14, la Licorne (sur le portrait du chevalier de Hadoque) arbore en poupe le pavillon de beaupré de la
Royal Navy. Clin d'oeil en cette période d'occupation allemande ou erreur du dessinateur ?
La scène de la batterie me déçoit plus. On y voit un canon en fer de la fin du
XVIIIe siècle, et non en bronze (la forme de la tulipe le trahit), gréé à l'anglaise et non à la française ; la brague
(cordage qui encaisse le recul au tir) passe par la tulipe et non par les flasques de l'affût. Le sabord est trop large, car
les règlements de Colbert ne prévoyaient que 98 cm de large pour un troisième rang. Par contre, les accessoires du
canon sont corrects. On y voit palan de mise au recul, palan de mise en batterie, écouvillon, boutefeu et même une
gargousse portée par un matelot. A propos de matelots, il en manque quelques-uns, puisque les règlements en
prévoyaient 10 par pièce en batterie basse.
Dernier détail, la Licorne (scène de l'abordage) montre une erreur classique des dessinateurs et modélistes. Les
sabords sont alignés sur la tonture du navire (ligne courbe), alors que de tous temps ils s'alignaient sur la ligne de
flottaison. Les canons de la Licorne tiraient donc un peu à gauche ou à droite selon le roulis du navire !
J'ai l'impression d'avoir sabré dans les dessins de Hergé au sabre d'abordage, et d'avoir déçu les amateurs de Hergé,
connu pour la précision de ses dessins. Il n'en demeure pas moins que nombre de détails sont parfaitement exacts,
comme les bras de vergues frappés sur les étais, les hunes rondes et les chouquets à la française (arrondis et non
plats). Les coloris sont bien repris, comme le rouge des apparaux de pont et de la muraille. Je mentionnerai aussi le
dessin remarquable de la décoration Louis XIV, ce qui montre que Hergé a solidement étudié sa matière avant de
dessiner son album.

Voyons d'abord les avantages et désavantages des unités en présence.
La Licorne tout d'abord; avec ses cinquante canons, dont au moins vingt de calibre de 24 en batterie basse (le calibre
s'exprimait en livres, soit le poids du projectile), le navire disposait d'un incroyable supériorité de feu.
Idem en ce qui concerne le nombre de membres d'équipage de la Licorne. Celui-ci devait osciller entre 300 et 400,
alors que sur la scène de l'abordage, on ne compte que 50 pirates. On pourrait supposer que la Licorne naviguait à
équipage réduit, malgré l'usage fort répandu de la presse (recrutement de l'équipage manu militari). Les pirates le

savaient-ils ? Ils ont du au moins se battre à un contre cinq ! Toujours est-il que l'attaque d'un navire de guerre par un
pirate est, dans l'histoire navale, un fait exceptionnel.
Lors de l'approche, le Chevalier de Hadoque a l'avantage du vent, donc de l'initiative. Il perdra cet avantage, comme
nous le verrons, par un virement lof pour lof (c.a.d. vent arrière).
Le navire pirate a perdu dès la rencontre un avantage particulièrement prisé, la surprise. Car, hérésie ! , il hisse le
pavillon pirate (du pirate Edward England, et non de Jack Rackam; celui-ci arborait deux sabres croisés et non deux
fémurs en-dessous de la tête de mort) alors que les navires se reconnaissent. Les pirates peuvent encore compter sur
les qualités manoeuvrières de leur navire, supérieures à celles d'un vaisseau de ligie. Il ne faut cependant pas négliger,
comme c'est souvent le cas, les qualités nautiques d'un
vaisseau du début du XVIII ième siècle. Leur remontée au vent atteignait malgré tout les 20 degrés, pour à peu près 30
degrés pour le ketch pirate. Par contre, le beau temps lui permettait de porter toute sa toile.
Je vois différentes phases dans le combat: l'approche et le virement de bord de la Licorne (A), la poursuite (B) et
l'abordage (C).

Cette page est une copie d’un article écrit par CPC LUCARELLI . Je tiens à lui exprimer mon

admiration pour une telle étude.
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Scientific Groups cautious over iron fertilization of the oceans to
sequester CO2
Scientific advisers to Parties to the international treaties which regulate the dumping of wastes and other matter at sea
have advised caution in relation to planned large-scale iron fertilization of the oceans to sequester carbon dioxide
(CO2).
Knowledge about the effectiveness and potential environmental impact of iron fertilization is currently insufficient to
justify large-scale operations, according to the Scientific Groups advising the Contracting Parties to the Convention on
the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter, 1972 (London Convention) and the 1996
Protocol thereto (London Protocol), which met for their annual meeting from 18 to 22 June 2007, in Santiago de
Compostela, Spain.
The Scientific Groups discussed several submissions relating to iron fertilization of the oceans to sequester CO2, as
part of their agenda, and issued the following statement: “Large-scale fertilization of ocean waters using micronutrients such as iron to stimulate phytoplankton growth in order to sequester carbon dioxide is the subject of recent
commercial interest. The Scientific Groups of the London Convention and the London Protocol take the view that
knowledge about the effectiveness and potential environmental impacts of ocean iron fertilization currently is
insufficient to justify large-scale operations .
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), iron fertilization of the oceans may offer a
potential strategy for removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere by stimulating the growth of phytoplankton and
thereby sequestering the carbon dioxide in the form of particulate organic carbon. However, the IPCC also stated that
ocean iron fertilization remains largely speculative, and many of the environmental side effects have yet to be
assessed.
The Scientific Groups of the London Convention and London Protocol note with concern the potential for large-scale
ocean iron fertilization to have negative impacts onthe marine environment and human health.
They therefore recommend that any such operations be evaluated carefully to ensure, among other things, that such
operations are not contrary to the aims of the London Convention and London Protocol.” Parties to the London
Convention and the London Protocol are invited to provide further information relating to proposed large-scale ocean
iron fertilization operations to the Secretariat and to the Scientific Groups as and when such information becomes
available.
The Scientific Groups will report to the 29th Consultative Meeting of Contracting Parties to the London Convention
and the 2nd Meeting of Contracting Parties to the London Protocol, which are scheduled to meet concurrently from 5
to 9 November 2007 in London. The London Convention was one of the first global conventions to protect the marine
environment from human activities and has been in force since 1975. Its objective is to promote the effective control
of all sources of marine pollution and to take all practicable steps to prevent pollution of the sea by dumping of wastes
and other matter.
The 1972 Convention permits dumping of wastes at sea, except for those materials on a banned list. Currently, 81
States are Parties to this Convention.
In 1996, the “London Protocol” was adopted, to further modernize the Convention and, eventually, replace it. Under
the Protocol, the precautionary approach is applied and all dumping is prohibited, except for possibly acceptable
wastes on the so-called “reverse list”. The Protocol entered into force on 24 March 2006 and there are currently 31
Parties to it.

Both the Convention and Protocol require Parties to issue permits for the dumping of wastes and other matter at sea.

